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ABSTRACT

Electrochemical decomposition of energetic liquids such as aqueous HAN and
OXSOL 1 are studied from a fundamental perspective to obtain the trends and sensitivities related to electrochemical decomposition of energetic ionic liquids in simulated
propulsion system conditions. This research can be applied to liquid propellants and
oxidizers with high ion concentrations to utilize electrocatalytic decomposition as a
conditioning mechanism to enhance reactivity through partial decomposition, or ignition. In the literature, thermal decomposition of aqueous HAN is well studied. The
theoretical understanding of electrocatalytic decomposition of energetic liquids studied
here is limited due to the complex chemical environment, the presence and influence
of electrical work, energetic reactions, and competing, unknown electrochemical mechanisms. A static volume two-electrode electrochemical experiment is utilized to study
the effects of ion concentration, electrode surface material, electric field strength, pressure, and temperature. These parameters are quantified through synchronous current
and high-speed video data. Graphite electrodes were among the most efficient at inciting significant reaction at both sea level and elevated ambient pressure. It was shown
that time to reaction follows a power law dependence on voltage while the separation
distance was related linearly to the time to reaction. Through varying the temperature,
an apparent activation energy was found to be electrode and species dependent. For
copper electrodes, 13M HAN maintains an activation energy of 3.54 kcal/mol whereas
OXSOL 1 is 4.56 kcal/mol. For carbon electrodes with 13M HAN, the activation energy drops to 0.567 kcal/mol. This is a significant decrease in the required activation
from thermal decomposition relative to electrolytic decomposition. Electrode material
was shown to have a significant effect on the electrolysis processes including the degree
of reaction, type of reaction(s), and power draw. The oxidation reactions occurring at
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the anode were shown to be the driving reactions at achieve energetic, autocatalytic
decomposition. By increasing the bulk temperature of the ionic liquid, effectively decreased the required electrical energy input to incite the same degree of reaction. As
pressure was increased, the efficiency of the electrolysis also increased and enabled the
reactive species to ignite rather than generate gas phase species.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1

Motivations and Objectives
The “new space” era has changed many aspects of rocket propulsion. Rocket

launches are increasing in both success rate and frequency while simultaneously improving capability. Rocket companies like Rocket Lab, Firefly, Virgin Orbit, and others
see a need for smaller payloads to space at higher frequency than previously designed
rocket programs. Several modern high-performance rocket engines utilize hydrazine
(i.e., monopropellant and hypergolic bipropellant engines). Due to the toxicity and
volatility, hydrazine (N2 H4 ) may even be outlawed in parts of the world by the European Chemical Agency [1]. The increasing frequency of rocket launches implies a
higher risk to individuals working with these toxic propellants. Alternative propellants, termed “green propellants”, aim to increase safety while decreasing toxicity and
danger by improving propellant thermal and chemical stability, long term storability,
and increased volumetric performance parameters.
The Green Advanced Space Propulsion project, or GRASP, maintains a comprehensive list of green propellants including ionic liquids such as HAN (hydroxylammonium nitrate), ADN (ammonium dinitramide), and HNF (hydrazinium nitroformate) [2, 3]. In short, many green propellants, maintain thermophysical properties
that enable less inert mass to be carried on a spacecraft allowing the dry weight of
the rocket to decrease as the need for insulation, temperature control, and complex
plumbing decreases [4–10].
∆V
M0
= ln
g0 Isp
Mb

1

(1.1)

Figure 1.1: Molecular diagram of HAN, hydroxylammonium nitrate.
From the Tsiolkovsky equation above, (equation 1.1), it is clear that fundamental rocket performance parameters Isp and ∆V (the imparted velocity change to the
mass) are related to the ratio of initial wet mass (M0 ) which is the sum of the propellant
mass, Mp , and mass after operation or the burnout mass, Mb . This ratio is called the
mass ratio, MR, and is also related to the propellant mass fraction, ζ, which is related
to the mass ratio by: ζ = 1 - MR. g0 is the gravitational constant at sea level, 9.81
ms−2 . Many fundamental rocket propulsion concepts can be derived from analyzing
the rocket equation. MR, the mass ratio parameter, as well as Isp , are directly affected
using green propellants because relative to a hydrazine-based propellant, or oxidizer,
using an ionic liquid decreases the mass needed for insulation and tank volume due to
characteristically low freezing points and high density. Electrochemistry could be implemented in monopropellant, bipropellant, and even hybrid rocket engines to react a
stable oxidizer into a highly reactive species (i.e., HAN forming HNO3 , NH2 OH), ignite
the propellant, or even enable hypergolic reactions from species that previously were
not hypergolic. This thesis is supporting an experimental effort into the application of
electrochemistry with hybrid rocket engines utilizing POM (polyacetal homopolymer)
with metal additives. As such, the application of interest throughout this thesis will
be the electrolytic conditioning of HAN-based oxidizers in a hybrid rocket engine.
Hydroxylammonium nitrate, NH3 OH+ NO3 – , whose molecular diagram is shown
in Figure 1.1, is salt derived from equimolar mixtures of hydroxylamine, NH2 OH, and
nitric acid, HNO3 , both of which are extremely reactive, volatile, and even energetic
(e.g., hydroxylamine). Concentrated nitric acid solutions such as RFNA and WFNA
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are common hybrid rocket oxidizers and high-performance oxidizing agents. The thermal decomposition mechanism and kinetics for both solid and aqueous HAN have been
studied thoroughly in the literature and will be analyzed in detail in Chapter 2. Ionic
liquids are of interest in this research for several reasons. First, these compounds are
characteristically liquids at room temperature and maintain high densities which affect performance parameters and vehicle sizing as mentioned previously. Their densities
and viscosities can be varied by adding constituents because ionic liquids are strong
solvents due to their composition consisting entirely of ions and ion pairs. OXSOL 1,
a solution containing 15% wt H2 O, 15% wt ammonium nitrate (NH4+ NO3 – ) and 70%
wt HAN, boasts a freezing point of -43◦ C and a density of 1.53 g/cc with high thermal
and shock stability and is well suited for propulsion applications [19]
This research does not aim to provide new green propellants, rather the focus is on the development of the practical application of electrochemistry in a rocket
propulsion system, specifically high-performance ionic liquids (e.g., HAN). An ionic
liquid is generally defined as a salt with a melting point below 100◦ C. HAN’s melting
point is 40◦ C. Ionic liquid propellants typically consist of an oxidizer, a fuel, and some
amount of water as the solvent as found in LGP-1845, AF-M315E, and LMP-103S [11];
however, ionic liquids also have a place in the electric propulsion field for low thrust
engines due to their composition and density. Some common ionic liquids that have
been shown to possess chemical rocket performance capabilities include: HNF (hydrazinium nitroformate), HAN (hydroxylammonium nitrate), and ADN (ammonium
dinitramide) [2, 3]. Throughout this research, HAN will only refer to hydroxylammonium nitrate, as opposed to another well-known species named hydroxylamine nitrate
which is also referred to as HAN, has been used for plutonium reduction, and is notoriously unstable and energetic [12–14]. Ionic liquids are becoming a point of interest in
several fields. These liquids are being applied to a plethora of applications implying the
chemical understanding and development of ionic liquids is poised to grow, potentially
enabling the development of well-tuned propellants in the future [15,16]. This research
aims to understand how to increase efficiency in the electrochemical decomposition, or
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partial decomposition, of HAN-based liquids through electrocatalysis.

Figure 1.2: Specific and Density Impulse with O/F stoichiometric for various propellants.
Figure 1.2, illustrates the variations between a typical hybrid rocket engine
consisting of LOX/HTPB as compared to several other cases including: N2 O/HTPB,
LOX/Paraffin, 13M HAN/HTPB, 13M HAN/ Paraffin, OXSOL 1/HTPB, and 13M
HAN/POM (polyacetal homopolymer, a 3D printable, dense thermoplastic). Density
specific impulse, Iρ , is a valuable parameter as it takes into consideration the rocket
volume needed to achieve the specific impulse by factoring in the density of the reactants using their mass fractions (Yi ) and is defined by the relationship ρb · Isp , where
ρb is defined by equation 1.2.

ρb = P

1
(Yi /ρi )

4

(1.2)

Figure 1.3: Oxidizer volume relative to LOX for the various propellants.

Vi
VLOX


=

(O/F )s
ρ

 
i

ρ
(O/F )s


(1.3)
LOX

As bulk density affects the specific impulse parameter and hence the stage and
overall vehicle performance via equation 1.1, the mass ratios (MR, and ζ) are also
affected by both the decreased energy and heat management requirements needed for
more complex and/or dangerous propellants such as LOX, N2 H4 , and NTO. For missions that ionic liquids are potential candidates, freezing is likely an unnecessary concern due to operational time span and their characteristically low freezing point. However, on orbital insertion missions, for example, where coasting in space for extended
periods of time is common, heat management requirements may increase. Figure 1.3
illustrates how the density of the oxidizer at the stoichiometric condition varies relative
to the volume needed for LOX - a common high performance cryogenic oxidizer. The
normalization is described in the equation 1.3. Clearly, N2 O and HAN-based oxidizers
will not achieve the same volume as LOX at the stoichiometric condition, however, the
HAN-based oxidizers need a tank approximately two times the volume but maintain
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none of the inherent complexity of LOX and boast very similar performance as shown
in Figure 1.2. These ionic liquid propellants not only have potential in hybrid rocket
engines, but also in monopropellant engines. The decomposition properties of HAN
and other ionic liquid propellants will be discussed in greater detail throughout this
thesis.
In this research, electrochemistry fundamental principles are applied to understand the response of energetic ionic liquids (EILs) when electrical current is used
rather than heat to initiate decomposition. Electrochemical decomposition methods
are used in many modern chemical processes such as in batteries, hydrogen fuel cells,
and in solar cells [31]. Decomposing energetic liquids with high ion concentration
through electrolysis, let alone electrocatalysis, is a branch of electrochemistry with
both relatively limited theoretical understanding and little published research leaving
many questions unanswered. The complex chemical mechanisms involved are discussed
and investigated through simplified electrochemical fundamentals aimed at enhancing
decomposition using experimental measurements to quantify the degree of reaction.
Although a separate research project, HAN-based propellants are currently being characterized by their hypergolicity with various chemicals such as sodium hydride,
sodium amide, and others. These results are directly tied to the potential application
in rocket engine ignition systems and restart capabilities but are not presented in this
research.
The purpose of this work is to analyze an alternate decomposition method of
ionic liquid propellants using electrochemistry and catalysis to initiate decomposition
as opposed to an induced heat flux. The adiabatic flame temperature of several propellants used today far exceeds the long-term thermal loading capabilities of propellant
catalysts causing chemical and mechanical failure within the desired lifetime of the
propulsion system, therefore, alternative decomposition method(s) are necessary. The
objectives of this study are to understand the sensitivity and effect of several electrocatalytic variables on the decomposition of HAN-based propellants through static volume
electrolysis experiments. These effects are captured through experimental testing of
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13M HAN and OXSOL 1 on several electrodes where variations in the electric field
parameters (i.e., voltage, charge separation, and waveform), the viscosity of the fluid
(i.e., temperature), and the ambient pressure (e.g., injector conditions) are quantified.
This work studies the application potential of electrocatalytic decomposition in the
following order:
1. Comprehensive electrochemistry review of the relevant theory followed by literature reviews on HAN decomposition in Chapter 2.
2. Chapter 3 consists of the electrolytic experiment, analysis methods, and testing
methodologies for this research.
3. Electrocatalytic results including catalyst response and decomposition enhancements are discussed in Chapter 4.
4. Chapter 5 presents the major conclusions of this thesis and discusses the future
work.

7

Chapter 2
LITERATURE REVIEW AND BACKGROUND

This chapter gives a relatively high-level description of the chemistry involved to
understand the electrocatalytic decomposition experiments presented in this research.
Four main topics in electrochemical theory are discussed and are inherently interdependent: electrochemical thermodynamics, transport, and kinetics followed by a brief
discussion of heterogeneous catalysis. In Chapter 4, experimental results illustrate the
effect on electrochemical decomposition of HAN-based liquids when the variables listed
in Table 2.1 are considered.
Table 2.1: Electrochemical variables and their related theoretical influence.
Independent Variable Thermodynamics
Electric field strength
X
Ionic species
X
Electric potential
X
Electrode surface area
−
Current
−
Electrode material
X
Temperature
X
Pressure
X
Ion concentration
−
Charge separation
−

Transport
X
X
X
−
−
−
X
X
X
X

Kinetics
X
X
−
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Clearly, many of these variables are related to fundamental electrochemical topics and nearly all variables should affect the present reactions and their kinetics to
some degree. In order to explain these principles, modern electrochemical theory is
compressed to the essentials from well-established fundamental electrochemistry texts
and presented [20–23]. It is important to note that significant limitations apply to
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of electrolytic cell utilizing DC current [20].
the theories in this work due to the limited electrochemical knowledge of the complex liquids being studied and their deviation from the composition(s) in which these
relationships apply to (dilute, reversible, etc.). Coupled with the relevant theory, the
decomposition mechanisms developed in the literature for electrically conductive liquids
such as water, ammonium nitrate, and aqueous HAN are discussed. These conclusions
are then applied to experimental design and testing discussed in the following chapters.
2.1
2.1.1

Electrochemistry Fundamentals
Basics and Terminology
Briefly, electrochemistry is the study of chemical reactions governed by electron

and ion interactions. There are two types of electrochemical cells: galvanic (voltaic),
and electrolytic. Galvanic cells are characterized by a negative Gibbs free energy implying the presence of the reactants generates electrical current spontaneously. Conversely,
electrolytic cells maintain a positive Gibbs free energy and require energy input in the
form of electric potential to incite electrochemical reaction. It is important to note
that all electrochemical experiments in this research are of the electrolytic cell type.
Although the way current manifests itself in these electrochemical cells is different, the
electrochemistry governing either in the use, or production, of electrons is common.
Oxidation and reduction are the two types of reactions that encompass electrochemistry, and their interdependence is captured through the Butler-Volmer equation

9

which is discussed later. Although oxidation and reduction occur spatially separate in
an electrochemical cell, due to conservation of charge and electroneutrality, the rate
of oxidation and reduction are coupled. Electroneutrality states that in solution the
electron transport vehicles (ions), the concentration (Ci ) and charge, or valency, (zi )
of the present anions and cations must be net zero in solution as shown in equation
2.1. A typical layout and visualization of an electrolytic cell can be seen in Figure 2.1.
species

X

zi Ci = 0

(2.1)

i=1

2.1.2

Electrochemical Thermodynamics
Chemistry is fundamentally coupled to thermodynamics as the chemical reac-

tions are driven by the conversion of various forms of energy (i.e., bond and thermal)
and thermodynamics is the study of the movement of heat and energy. In the electrochemical cell, an electric potential is applied to an electrolyte which conducts electrons
through ions via mass transfer from one electrode to another through the diffusion and
migration of ions. At each electrode, the electric potential changes the electron energy
level which dictates whether oxidation or reduction will occur. The anode maintains
a higher electric potential than the cathode. Because of this, the anode increases the
electron energy level, and once this energy level surpasses the adjacent electrolyte’s
lowest unoccupied molecular orbital the electrolyte is reduced generating a flow of
electrons into the solution called the anode current. The sum of these currents yields
the total current through the cell. The reverse process occurs at the cathode. Since
these are heterogeneous reactions and only occur at the electrode-electrolyte interface,
the reaction rate is dependent on the active surface area.
As mentioned previously, an electrolytic cell is one whose free energy is greater
than zero (∆G > 0), meaning it requires energy input to drive reactions. Due to the
relationships involved, the equilibrium constant and activity need to first be defined.
The equilibrium constant, K, is defined by equation 2.2 and is related to the concentration of all reactant species i at equilibrium relative to the concentration of all product
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species j at equilibrium. The activity of the solution, Q, is similar to the equilibrium
constant and is defined in the same way except not at the equilibrium state as shown in
equation 2.3. The Gibbs energy can be interpreted as the maximum work that an electrochemical cell can do. The work in an electrochemical cell is related to the number
of electrons the reactions add and remove from the electrodes, n, scaled by Faraday’s
constant, F (96485 C/mol) and the cell potential (U) as illustrated in equation 2.4.
The thermodynamics of the electrochemical cell depends on the composition of the
reactants and products which is encompassed by the chemical potential, µi , scaled by
si – the number of moles of species i in the reaction. The Gibbs energy has a value
∆G◦ at the standard state and ∆G when not at the standard state. The relationships
for Gibbs energy can be understood through basic relationships to the cell potential,
U . When a cell is at equilibrium, the potential is defined as the standard potential,
U ◦ . The standard state relationships for Gibbs energy are given in equation 2.4 as well
as the nonstandard state conditions shown in equation 2.5. In the case of equilibrium,
∆G◦ = 0. From equation 2.6, the activity is clearly related to the equilibrium constant
because when at equilibrium, they are equal.

species

∆G◦ =

X

si µ◦i

∆G =

X
n=1

−

Qnreact si
Ci
Q = Qi=1
nprod
sj
j=1 Cj

(2.3)

X

!
si µ◦i

n=1

prod

species

(2.2)

species

!

n=1

Qnreact
(Ceq )si i
K = Qi=1
nprod
sj
j=1 (Ceq )j

−

s i µi
prod

X

(2.4)

= −nF Ucell = RT ln(Q)

(2.5)

react

species

!

◦
= −nF Ucell
= −RT ln(K)

!
s i µi

n=1

react

∆G = −RT ln(K) + RT ln(Q)
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(2.6)

Driven by an external circuit, electrons transfer from the anode where the electrical
potential energy is high relative to oxidation reduction pairs in solution causing oxidation reactions to occur. Due to the presence of an electric field, cations move from the
anode towards the cathode and anions do the opposite. In this research, the electric
field strength is varied to experimentally quantify this effect. Because ions can have
different charges and concentrations, not all current is carried evenly from one electrode to the other. The cation and anion transference numbers (t+ , t− ) describe how
the distribution of current is carried within solution. These are qualitatively discussed
in the kinetics and transport sections of this chapter. Because oxidation and reduction
reactions occur at separate electrodes and have their own thermodynamic potentials,
the sum of all electrode half reactions involved yields the total cell reaction (i.e., the
net ionic equation), total number of electrons (n), and the cell potential (Ucell ) at all
thermodynamic states which is clearly related to the Gibbs energy 2.7.

Ucell = Ucathode − Uanode = −∆G/nF

(2.7)

O + ne− −−→ R

(2.8)

Equation 2.8, a generic irreversible redox reaction containing an oxidizing agent
and a reducing agent, can be used to illustrate general thermodynamic and reaction
direction concepts. Combining the concept of cell potential with the definition of
Gibbs energy from equations 2.4, 2.5, and 2.6, the Nernst equation can be derived.
The Nernst equation, equation 2.9, enables a relationship between cell potential and
measurable quantities (potential, temperature, and activity) outside of the standard
condition. The equation relates the temperature and concentrations of the oxidizing
and reducing agents through the activity, Q, to the cell potential, U.
◦
Ucell = Ucell
−

RT
ln(Q)
nF

◦
η = U − Ucell
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(2.9)

(2.10)

Solutions contain several types of losses which drive the needed potential higher
called the overpotential, η, which is defined by equation 2.10. Such losses include
concentration losses, bubble or surface area losses, and resistance losses in an electrochemical cell. In a real system focused on decomposing propellants and oxidizers on
a satellite, or spacecraft, the power (P = V·I) and energy requirements are significant
parameters as they directly influence the inert mass of the stage, or system. Decreasing the inert mass needed to decompose these propellants in a stable, reliable, and
repeatable manner is part of the appeal to electrochemical decomposition as opposed
to the thermal and cat-bed systems generally used for this application.
The chemical potential of a species is simply the partial derivative of Gibbs
Free energy with respect to the number of moles meaning it is a measure of how
easy it is to increase the concentration of a species. In equation 2.11, the mean ionic
activity, a, can be defined by the molality (mi ) where γ is the activity coefficient that
compensates for nonlinear effects. Electrochemical potential, µi , requires an additional
term to be considered due to the presence of an electric field as shown in equation
2.12 where zi is the valency of the ion, Φ is the local electrostatic potential. It is
important to note that electrochemical potential and activity are both functions of
temperature, pressure, composition, and electrostatic state. Complications arise when
concentrations become significant, or nonuniform, as irreversible diffusion processes
occur. These complications are likely to be present and significant when concentration
HAN solutions are involved. Advanced theories such as the Gibbs-Duhem theory enable
further analysis. Additional complications can be included when solutions diverge
from “dilute” and become concentrated as the hydrodynamic radius of the ions, the
ion cloud, long and short-range intermolecular forces, and many other factors become
non-negligible.

ai = γmi

(2.11)

µi = µchem
+ zi F Φ = µ◦ + RT ln(ai )
i

(2.12)
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For this research, electrochemical data for many of the liquids studied are unknown which significantly limits the accuracy and applications of these theories. For
example, the equilibrium states of OXSOL 1 and 13M HAN are unknown, therefore the
initial concentration of reducing and oxidizing agents cannot be calculated at this time.
It is important to realize that the theories presented are approximations at best and
will most likely not represent the complexities involved in this research. Although not
quantifiable now, it is still valuable to understand the fundamental relationships representing the effect that temperature and pressure may have on the thermodynamics of
HAN-based ionic liquid electrochemistry. Derived from fundamental thermodynamics,
the chemical potential of species in solution has a sensitivity to pressure as given by
equation 2.13 where V i is the partial molar volume of species i. Interestingly, the pressure dependence on chemical potential, is minimal if not negligible on electrochemical
reactions due to incompressibility. However, the HAN-based oxidizers in this research
do generate a significant degree of gaseous products which means pressurizing the liquid
may, or may not, affect the active surface area on the electrode. Pressure would likely
play a significant role in the gas phase bubble size and solubility in the electrochemical
cell which could alter the electrochemical effect on the decomposition rate.


∂µi
∂P


=Vi

(2.13)

Ti ,mi

To analyze the effect of temperature changes on electrochemical reactions, a
thermal cell potential, UH , is defined via equation 2.14 which utilizes the GibbsHelmholtz equation and illustrates the fundamental relationship between cell potential
and thermodynamic enthalpy, entropy, and Gibbs energy. Although a nontrivial relationship, this trend usually illustrates a linear decrease in equilibrium potential with an
increase in temperature, therefore reactivity should increase with temperature at constant potential. The relationship between electrochemical reaction with temperature
is significant to this research and in application. For in-orbit applications, a propellant
is likely to enter a reaction chamber at low temperatures whereas in an upper stage
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engine the fluid could be at sea level temperature, or hotter, depending on the cycle
used. This temperature variation affects both the rate of electrochemical reaction and
pressure drop of fluid flow due to the changes in viscosity.

UH = −

∆H
∆G − T ∆S
∂U
T ∆S
=−
= Uo − T
= Uo −
nF
nF
∂T
nF

(2.14)

With electrochemical potential, Gibbs energy, activity and activity coefficients
we can now discuss the concept of reversibility. Electrochemical reversibility is dependent only on the thermodynamics (i.e., the electrostatic potential, U ) but the possibility of usefully applying electrochemical reversibility within a propulsion system is
unknown. From an electrochemical perspective, if the voltage switches polarity (AC
current), then the anode and cathode locations would physically switch at the given
frequency. If the electrodes are the same and the reactions are reversible, there should
be little to no net reaction. This is not necessarily true if the electrodes are different
materials. Without electrochemical reactions to describe the Gibbs energies at the
electrodes for the HAN-based oxidizers in this research, it is unclear as to the chemical
reversibility of the reactions; however, due to significant heat and gas generation it is
unlikely to be reversible. This enables AC current as a possibly useful decomposition
method as it enhances reactant mixing of partially decomposed HAN and therefore
decreases limitations on diffusion limited kinetics as well as required residence time in
the electric field because the decomposition of HAN-based liquids can become autocatalytic. These concepts are addressed in more detail in the kinetics portion of this
chapter.
2.1.3

Mass Transfer Processes
To understand transport of species in electrolytic cells, it is useful to understand

the physical layout of charged species within the solution. As with all electrochemical
cells, there are at least two interfaces between the conducting phase (i.e., typically a
liquid electrolyte) and the circuit elements (i.e., at least two electrodes). In solution,
some ions and partially charged molecules tend to be oriented as close to the interface
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as possible and form a sort of weak covalent bond with the surface. Some species are
adsorbed onto the electrode surface due to electrostatic and long-range intermolecular
forces from the surface charge on the electrode. This begins the electric double layer, or
EDL, as depicted in Figure 2.2. Electroneutrality still holds in the solution, however,
the initial layers of the EDL have net charges which give the solution its capacitive
properties. While charged species are adsorbed to the surface of the electrode at the
location of surface charges, electrostatic forces require oppositely charged ions in solution to form near the adsorbed species. Thermal energy (i.e., random collisions) in the
solution oppose the electrostatic force on the EDL therefore effecting the electrochemistry as temperature increases. The adsorbed species at their center of masses form
what is called the Inner Helmholtz Layer, or Inner Helmholtz Plane (IHP) which is a
charged layer very close to the electrode.

Figure 2.2: Illustration of EDL in a binary electrolyte [21].
The Outer Helmholtz Plane (OHP) is formed at the centers of the solvated ions
electrostatically held by the adsorbed species in the IHP. Thus far, the EDL is defined
by a charged, or uncharged, impenetrable surface (typically metal), an adsorbed and
charged layer of electrochemically active species (IHP), and an electrostatically charged
layer of ions called the OHP. These layers are followed by the diffuse and diffusion layers.
Because the medium is overall electrically neutral due to electroneutrality, the diffuse
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layer maintains a net electrical charge required to balance the charges from the IHP
and OHP layers. Finally, the diffusion layer retains a net zero charge and possesses
a concentration gradient until it reaches the bulk solution. The length of the EDL is
related to the Debye length and generally results in lengths on the order of tens of
nanometers but can be much larger for ionic liquids. There are several other theories
for the formation, behavior, and length of the EDL. Following the diffuse layer, the
bulk solution exists in the medium, however, it is important to note that an EDL will
exist at both electrodes implying the presence of symmetry to some degree. The shape
√
of this EDL typically takes the shape of x and the length, δ, grows as a function of
time due to transient concentration gradients. The EDL is important to address as it
strongly affects the dispersion of electrochemically active species in solution, gives the
electrolytic solution capacitive properties, and can affect catalytic behavior due to the
presence of charged species and the adsorption properties.
The electrode surface adsorption is typically defined via Gibbs adsorption theory
relating the thermodynamic parameters (T, P, V, G, µi ) to surface tension which is
fundamentally related to the Gibbs-Duhem theory mentioned previously. However, this
adsorption theory applies only in equilibrium and is therefore only applicable to the
initial state of the system in this research. The result of the Gibbs adsorption theory is
then applied to an ideally polarizable electrode (IPE), which is a theoretical electrode
that can have surface charge and potential varied without inciting chemical reaction.
Platinum is an example of a realistically close approximation to the IPE due to the
platinum groups inert electrochemical behavior meaning unlike a copper, or aluminum
electrode, platinum (theoretically) will not chemically react (oxidize or reduce).
Finally, the capacitive relationship between the electrode and the EDL is expressed by equation 2.15. This relationship states for constant composition (chemical
potential, µ) and temperature, there exists a capacitance between the electrode surface
charges and the adsorbed species. This capacitance is related to the initial transient
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response of the electrolyte in a potential step experiment.

C=

∂q
∂U


(2.15)
T,µ

In the diffuse layer of the EDL, ionic concentration is related via a Boltzmann
distribution. Poisson’s equation relates the gradient of electric potential to charge
density in the solution. The experiments in this research utilize planar electric fields,
however, in application it is likely to be an annular geometry. After solving the Poisson’s equation with planar electric field boundary conditions, yields an electric field
profile through the electrolytic solution that exponentially decreases from the electrode
surface through the EDL into the bulk medium, continues to decrease (approximately)
linearly through the electrolyte due to ohmic losses, and then exponentially decreases
again to close the circuit at the cathode. This will play a role in the migration of ions
through the medium and therefore the apparent conductance of the electrolyte.
Since the physical dispersion of electrically conductive and charged species has
now been at least approximated, the processes of how these species move under diffusion, convection, and external forces can be discussed. Species transport is, like
everything in electrochemistry, not an insulated phenomenon. These processes depend
on both reaction kinetics and thermodynamics. Mass flux of a species, i, can be described by equation 2.16 where the first term is the migration factor, then diffusion,
followed by convection. Because this is a vector property, this relationship is defined
as the number of moles of species i crossing a perpendicular plane per unit time perpendicular to the flow of species i. Ionic mobility, ui , is the average speed species i
propagates at due to a force of 1 N/mol. Right away it is clear that ion charge, ionic
mobility, electrostatic potential, concentration, and the velocity field are all important
variables to understand when attempting to enhance electrochemical processes.

Ni = −zi ui F Ci ∇Φ − Di ∇Ci + ci V
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mol
cm2


(2.16)
i

i = −F 2 ∇Φ

X

zi2 ui Ci − F

X

zi Di ∇Ci + F V

X

zi Ci

(2.17)

With a simple definition of current density [A/L2 ] within the electrolytic cell
P
being i = F
zi Ni and applying that to equation 2.16 we end up with the general
form of total current flux, as shown in equation 2.17, implying there are three physical
phenomena that contribute to the electrolytes ability to conduct current. Due to
electroneutrality, the last term on the right is zero. With the exception of metal
ions, the ions present in solution in this research (e.g., NO3 – ,NH4+ , NH3 OH+ , etc.)
maintain a valency of ±1 so to increase the mobility and diffusion properties, one could
decrease the viscosity by increasing the temperature, adding a solvent (e.g., water), but
because over 70% of the propellant is composed of HAN, much of the diffusion mass
transfer properties are limited by anion-cation interactions, ion size and shape, molar
mass, and other factors [27]. If the solution has no concentration gradients, then the
above relationship simplifies down to Ohm’s law for electrolytes: i = −κ∇Φ where κ
is the electrolytic conductivity. Electrolytes and their transference numbers – t− , t+
as defined via equation 2.18 – are responsible for carrying the current via the anions
and cations through the electrolyte by the previously mentioned physical processes in
equation 2.16. For the solutions in this research, the valency (zi ) is generally ±1, thus
the dominating factors are the mobility and concentration of each species.
z 2 ui Ci
ti = P i 2
j zj uj Cj
Di =

RT λi
|zi |F 2

(2.18)

(2.19)

For well-known binary electrolytes, the diffusion coefficient can be calculated
with existing data. Understanding the sensitivity to electrochemistry due to ionic mobility, ion valency, concentration and potential is important in effectively enhancing
the electrochemical decomposition of HAN-based liquids. The Nernst-Einstein equation, Di = RT ui , is applicable to infinitely dilute solutions and states that the ionic
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Table 2.2: Infinite dilution conductance and diffusion coefficients (H2 O, STP) [21].
Ion
H+
OH –
Na+
Cl –
NH4+
NO3 –

zi λ(Scm2 /equiv) Di (105 cm2 /s)
1
349.8
9.312
-1
197.6
5.260
1
50.11
1.334
-1
76.34
2.032
1
73.4
1.954
-1
71.44
1.902

diffusion coefficient Di is proportional to the mobility, ui . Electrochemists work with
ionic equivalent conductance, λi , rather than ionic mobility. These are related via
λ = |zi |F 2 ui which enables the ionic diffusion coefficient to be calculated via equation
2.19. Most ions maintain the same order of magnitude for conductance except hydroxyl and hydronium ions as shown in Table 2.2. Hydroxyl and hydronium ions are
very conductive due to their small size and ability to conduct via covalent bonds in
solution rather than physically migrating through the solution as other ions do. This
process can be understood through the Grotthuss mechanism.
The concept of the electrolyte needs to be tied back to thermodynamics as the
effect of free ions and ion pairs are directly related to the free energy and various
chemical bonding forces. Due to Le Chatelier’s principle, the equilibrium constant and
will shift concentration of species towards minimizing free energy. Equivalently, that
implies the electrolyte will always tend towards equilibrium. In a strong electrolyte
when the concentration of ions in a solution is high, the solution does not completely
dissociate and is considered over-saturated, but in an ionic liquid ion pairs are formed.
Not only do ions from the present salt dissociate and equilibrium, but there is also an
equilibrium between nitric acid and hydroxylamine as shown in the equation below.

−
+
HNO3 + NH2 OH −
)−
−*
− NO3 + NH3 OH

(2.20)

These complications are another limitation on this research because although
the constituent molecular mass fractions are known of the initial species (e.g., HAN
and H2 O), the degree of dissociation and the chemical reactions associated with the
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solution are unknown. Once the equilibrium reaction data for HAN-water solutions
has been measured, a pH measurement would likely enable species concentration calculations in HAN-water. Solutions that maintain a high concentration of ions may
increase conductance, but they also have a negative effect on migration due to electrostatic forces retarding motion of charged ions. This concentration effect increases the
potential needed to incite chemical reaction as an overpotential loss. These are major
distinctions from the theoretical understanding of electrochemistry presented in this
chapter versus the physical system in HAN-based liquid oxidizers and propellants.
From a total conductance, the transference numbers can be calculated by t± =
λ± /(λ+ + λ− ). Now that electrical conductance has been shown to relate to ionic
diffusion and ionic mobility through the Nernst-Einstein equation, the Stokes-Einstein
equation (equation 2.21) ties in the fluid mechanic and thermodynamic factors that
can aid and inhibit the migration of electrochemically active species due to an electric
potential. This relation directly ties the temperature to the ionic diffusion coefficient
and electrolyte, or solvent, viscosity – µ. Ionic solvated radius, Ri , is inversely related to
the ionic diffusion coefficient meaning the smaller the solvated cross section, the faster
it will diffuse. This is likely not a variable easily modified in HAN-based propellants
due to the high concentration of HAN.
RT λi
(2.21)
6πµRi
Ionic mobility is the ability of an ion to move through a medium due to an
Di =

electric field. From Table 2.2, H+ and OH – have very high conductance and therefore
high ionic mobilities. As mentioned previously, this is due to the Grothuss mechanism.
Now, when the solutions become concentrated, several fundamental principles continue
to hold to some degree and the mass transfer equation needs to be modified such that
it considers the various concentrations and velocities of the ionic constituents. In these
concentrated solutions, such as OXSOL 1 and 13M HAN, diffusion coefficients are now
dependent on the entire solution constituents rather than just the binary salt ions
present as in dilute electrolytes. As discussed earlier, the increased concentration can
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inhibit the motion of ions, decreasing the effective conductance of the solution, however,
the concentration of ions increases the capability for the liquid to react species at the
surface.
2.1.4

Electrochemical Kinetics
Utilizing the EDL, thermodynamics, migration and diffusion concepts estab-

lished previously, electrode kinetics and catalysis is now approached. The electrochemical reactions are inherently heterogeneous and occur at the electrolyte-electrode
interface. The main factors affecting the rate of reaction are the current density,
electrode surface, composition of solution in the EDL and bulk electrolyte, and the
electrode potential characterized by the overpotential, η. There are two types of current within an electrochemical cell, a faradaic current and a non-faradaic current. The
EDL capacitance draws the non-faradaic current while charging the Helmholtz planes
as described previously. In the constant potential tests that occur in this experiment,
it is reasonable to assume most, if not all, of the current measured corresponds to
faradaic processes. Like kinetics, there are many processes associated with faradaic
currents such as charge transfer, adsorption, reaction kinetics, and mass transfer and
the slowest processes limits the current. Because current is defined as a Coulomb flux
per unit time, this can be related to the number of electrons consumed by reactant
and therefore the mass of the species being oxidized, or reduced can be calculated (if
the stoichiometric number of electrons, n, is known) by the following equation:
mi =

(M Wi )it
nF

(2.22)

Rearranging the above equation, the neat rate of reaction is defined as ν = dN/dt,
implying the faradaic current measurement is proportional to the net reaction rate.
As the mass transfer mechanisms with Fick’s laws, electrochemical potential, and the
Stokes-Einstein equations have been established previously, it can be shown that the
faradaic measured current is the difference between the anodic current and the cathodic
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current and is dependent on the species being both oxidized and reduced. A fundamental relationship derived from simple, general redox reactions is the Butler-Volmer
equation.
i = io (e−αnF η/RT − e(1−α)nF η/RT )

(2.23)

The various parameters from the above equation are: io is the exchange current,
η is the overpotential, R is the ideal gas constant, alpha is the charge transmission
coefficient which dictates what fraction of the potential is used to incite oxidation or
reduction and is between 0 and 1. Each term in the Butler-Volmer equation expresses
the rate of reaction at the anode and the cathode respectively with the net reaction rate
being their difference. The exchange current density depends on solution composition
near the electrode, temperature, and electrode material and each of these factors can
significantly influence the exchange current density. It can be thought of as a current
that occurs due to the presence of the electrodes and ions. Each of these factors can
significantly influence the exchange current density. The Butler-Volmer reaction rate
relationship is a generalization of many possible electrochemical conditions meaning
it can be simplified with various assumptions to yield rate equations for more specific
conditions. For example, if the fraction αnF η/RT << 1 and (1 − α)nF η/RT << 1
then the Butler-Volmer equation reduces to the following equation where Rct is the
charge transfer resistance:

η = −i

RT
RT
, Rct =
nF io
nF io

(2.24)

Most of these parameters are not directly measurable in this research, thus with
educated assumptions and the transient current and voltage measurements, approximations can be made. If you assume either of the exponential terms in the Butler-Volmer
equation are much smaller than the other, you end up with the Tafel equations for
reduction and oxidation that enable approximation of either the exchange current density (io ), or the charge transmission coefficient α. The Tafel equation yields a curve
with a linear section whose slope can be calculated to yield α if temperature is known.
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It also follows from the Tafel plot that the intercept with the current density axis is
equal to the exchange current density.
i
αF
=
η
io
RT

(2.25)

A Dahmköler-like number can be defined by the flow residence time to the
chemical reaction time. This number needs to be far greater than 1 if any useful
chemical decomposition should occur. The Cottrell equation describes an exponential
decrease in current as a function of time due to the change in concentration and inverse
√
relationship to time: i α 1/ t. This relationship is likely not directly applicable;
however, it could be applicable as the HAN reacts to become significantly less iondense from its initial ionic liquid state.
1/2

nF ADo Co∗
√
i(t) =
πt

(2.26)

In summary, electrochemical kinetics are crucial to this research and little analysis can be applied due to absent electrochemical values and reactions. The electrochemical cell’s potential and current draw is likely to provide some insight as to
the electrochemical response of HAN-based liquids which could provide direction(s)
to enhance the electrochemical response by adding supporting electrolyte with a high
ionic mobility, decreasing the electrolyte viscosity, increasing the cell potential, current,
and/or electric field strength, and finally altering the electrode material for better adsorption properties with intermediate reactants. Finally, the heterogeneous reaction
rate is related to the net current whose equation is shown below and whose value is
measured experimentally and is assumed to consist almost entirely of faradaic components rather than capacitive, or non-faradaic current. The most fundamental concept
that is applied to this research is that the current drawn from the electrochemical cell
is proportional to the net reaction rate.

RR =
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in f
nF

(2.27)

2.1.5

Catalysis
Naturally, catalysis is related to the electrochemical kinetics because of the

electrolyte-electrode interactions. Electrode surface properties will affect the adsorption of species and therefore the EDL, in turn affecting the thermodynamic and mass
transfer of the electrochemical cell. Generally, a catalyst is a material that makes
various reaction pathways available that maintain lower activation energies than the
reactions that would occur if the catalyst were not present. Typically, there are several
reactions heterogeneous catalysts induce on reactants, including: diffusion of reactant(s) to the catalyst surface, adsorption onto the surface, undergo chemical reaction,
desorption of products, and diffusion of products away from surface. A simple heterogeneous catalytic reaction mechanism to illustrate this concept is given below where C
is the catalyst, X and Y are the reactants, and Z is the product.

X + C → XC

(2.28)

Y + XC → XY C

(2.29)

XY C → CZ

(2.30)

CZ → C + Z

(2.31)

Catalysis only affects intermediate species (i.e., XC, XYC, and CZ from the
example above) and aids in reaction kinetics due to a decrease in required activation
energy. Therefore, to select an optimized catalyst it is imperative to understand the
electrochemical mechanism(s) involved to promote highly effective alternative reaction
pathways with lower activation energies, enhancing the reaction rate of the system.
This is a source of error in this research because although the thermal decomposition
mechanism is well known, the detailed electrochemical mechanism is unknown and best
approximations are made based on experimental data and visible chemical reactivity.
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More detail on relevant chemical mechanisms and catalytic materials in this research
are presented later in this chapter. At this juncture, most of the relevant electrochemical theory needed to understand and gauge the complex, interconnected behavior of
the electrochemical reactions, species transport, and thermodynamics has been presented. As stated previously, many more details on the derivations and explanations
can be found in the referenced texts. This is by no means a complete review of electrochemistry, and skips over many relevant concepts, however, for the scope of this work
the knowledge presented suffices to illustrate the general dependence on temperature,
pressure, electrode surface area and material, electrolyte species and concentration,
potential, and current.
2.1.6

Introduction to Ionic Liquids
In this research, HAN is studied from an electrochemical perspective. HAN,

ADN, HNF are green propellant candidates that are also ionic liquids (IL). The term
ionic liquid has been mentioned previously in this thesis and is generally defined as a
salt in a liquid state below 100◦ C. Specific properties have also been discussed such
as low vapor pressure, high ion concentration, chemical stability, and high density.
In a pure ionic liquid, there are only ion pairs within the fluid. The IL-electrode
interactions are different than that of a typical electrolyte because the electrostatic
forces involved are often much more influential and the double layer extends much
further into the bulk solution which modifies the permittivity, in turn affecting the
capacitive behavior of the liquid [25]. Although ILs are composed solely of ion pairs,
their decreased permittivity makes dissociation of ion pairs difficult which decreases
both ionic strength and electrical conductivity [25]. Typically, the viscosity of ionic
liquids is much higher than that of electrolytes. This has been shown to significantly
affect the diffusion of anion and cation species in ionic liquids [25]. HAN is generated
from reacting nitric acid with hydroxylamine and thus is defined as a protic ionic liquid
(PIL) as defined by the following definition:
+
−
−−
HA + B )
−*
− [BH ][A ]
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(2.32)

For HAN in the above equation, A would be nitrate (NO3 – ) and B would be hydroxylamine (NH2 OH). PILs exist in an equilibrium with the reaction above. The ∆pKa
of that reaction for HAN dictates several properties such as its vapor pressure and
its ionicity (a measure of how many ion pairs are in the IL) [26]. As discussed previously, there are three main properties of an electrolyte that will define its performance
electrochemically: viscosity, conductivity, and diffusivity. Viscosity is related to the
“drag” an ion will experience when an electrostatic force is applied to it. Conductivity
dictates how easily ions propagate due to an electric field. Diffusivity is related to
concentration gradients driving species flux through a fluid due to Fick’s Laws. In
conclusion, the transport properties (viscosity, conductivity, diffusivity) of an IL are
known to be related to the temperature through the Vogel-Tamman-Fulcher (VTF)
equation below which is an Arrhenius relationship describing the significant dependence on temperature [16]. ζ is used to describe any of the transport properties: η, σ,
Di .

ζ = ζ∞ exp(−Ea /RT )

(2.33)

Although not directly related to the electrochemistry of these ionic liquids, a
brief discussion of the combustion characteristics of ionic liquids is presented. Typical
for ionic liquids, they do not vaporize easily (to any significant degree) which is generally a prerequisite for combustion occurring in both liquid and hybrid rocket engines.
It has been found that HAN does not exhibit any vapor pressure until 65◦ C [41]. However, in ionic liquids, due to their chemical structure and the kinetics of decomposition,
significant reaction takes place within the condensed phase relieving the need to completely vaporize [29]. Using heated catalysts to decompose the HAN-based propellants
is a well-known method as hydrazine typically uses this ignition method on an iridium
catalyst made by Aerojet-Rocketdyne called Shell 405 (S405). The structural integrity
of typical catalysts can be compromised quickly, therefore, other means of ignition
(safe and reliable) are needed [28]. One such method is the use of hypergolic species to
impinge on the ionic liquid oxidizer. For HAN-based propellants oxides of iodine (e.g.,
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I2 O5 , I2 O6 ) were shown to hypergolically ignite AF-M315E within 25 to 250 ms at a
range of 300 to 1000 psia [28].
Now, a detailed review on the relevant chemical mechanisms related to the
species involved in this research is presented – water, ammonium nitrate, and HAN.
Thermal and electrolytic decomposition mechanisms are discussed when possible because it is thought that in HAN-based solutions, electrolytic decomposition generates
products that enable the thermal decomposition mechanism to take over once enough
heat is, or autocatalytic species are, generated [54].
2.2

Electrolysis of Water
The electrolysis of water is a fundamental electrochemical mechanism involved

in all electrolysis processes in this research. The mechanism for water electrolysis is
straightforward. The global reaction is given by equation 2.34.
1
H2 O −−→ H2 + O2
2

(2.34)

The hydrogen’s oxidation state prior to decomposition is +1, whereas the oxygen
on the water molecule is -2. In the products, the hydrogen gas has an oxidation state
of 0 yielding a loss of an electron while the oxygen gas losses both electrons yielding a
charge of 0. The oxygen is the reducing agent as it itself is oxidized, therefore will be
produced at the anode. This reaction is referred to as OER (oxygen evolution reaction).
Conversely, the hydrogen is the oxidizing agent, meaning it is being reduced, and is
produced at the cathode. Similarly, this reaction is referred to as HER (hydrogen
evolution reaction). There are three elementary electrochemical reactions that occur
in this mechanism. The cell half-reactions for water electrolysis at the anode (2.35) and
the cathode (2.36) are given below, both in acidic environments as the fluids generally
studied in this research will have a pH less than 1 [30,31]. Typically, acidic electrolysis
of water yields high energy loss due to high over-potentials to drive OER, but electrodes
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that act as catalysts can minimize this loss whereas in acidic environments on metal
cathodes HER is very fast [30].

2 H2 O −−→ HOO∗ + 3 H+ + 3 e− −−→ O2 + 4 e− + 4 H+

(2.35)

2 H+ + 2 e− −−→ H∗ + H+ + e− −−→ 2 H2

(2.36)

While the above equations depict the electrode cell reactions, the mechanism
that enables these cell reactions to occur is given by three elementary reactions based
on HER. In an acidic environment, the initial reaction is the Volmer reaction given by
2.37 and depicts atomic hydrogen adsorbing to the metal surface, designated with an
∗

. This reaction is followed by one of two reactions, the Tafel reaction given in reaction

2.38, or the Heyrovsky reaction (2.39).

H+ + e− −−→ H∗

(2.37)

2H∗ −−→ H2

(2.38)

H+ + H∗ + e− −−→ H2

(2.39)

In the mechanism given above, the electrode material plays a significant role in the
electrochemical reactions due to inherent adsorption and desorption of H+ . The adsorption of multiple species can occur such as H∗ , OOH∗ , and OH∗ [30]. This is where
the concept of an electrocatalytic electrode becomes important in optimizing the electrochemistry. In water electrolysis, the balance between the metal surface wanting to
bond with certain species and the ability to desorb the products generates a complex
dependence. Volcano plots, or volcano contours, which describe a balance between
exchange current and M-H+ (metal hydride) bond strength, or adsorption energy, generally results in a volcano-like relationship and relies on Sabatier’s principle [33]. This
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balance between exchange current density and bond strength would likely lead to the
selection of high-performance electrodes. For electrolytic cells with a liquid electrolyte,
OER is commonly optimized with anodes made of nickel, cobalt, and iron while for
HER cathodes are generally composed of nickel alloys [32]. These findings are also
in agreement when considering M-H+ bond lengths [34]. The electrochemical energy
needed (i.e., voltage) for liquid phase water at STP is nearly 1.3 V and decreases
with temperature until a phase change of the water occurs where the required energy
then begins to increase [32]. Because the chemical reactions involved in a conventional
electrochemical cell are relatively simple for water, the effect of catalytic electrode is
relatively easy to demonstrate. For water, a catalyst will result in the following:
• satisfaction of Sabatier’s principle: ∆G ≈ 0 at equilibrium potential (i.e., open
circuit potential)
• a lower overpotential needed to generate OER
• high electrical conductivity and large surface area for electron availability and
access to reactants
• nonreactive with reactants (i.e., does not form oxide layer or change surface
properties)
OER is known to be the limiting reaction for water electrolysis due to the high
overpotential needed [31,32]. For OER, IrO2 and RuO2 have been shown to be the most
electrically active materials to generate OER, however, both have performance issues
in either chemical stability or activity in acidic environments and are costly [31, 32].
In acidic environments, platinum group metals are a better choice than the common
nickel, cobalt, and iron electrodes. Nickel electrodes were shown to be the most effective
(of common metals) for OER while iron was the least. Combinations of these metals
such as NiCo2 O4 demonstrate a significant increase in both electrocatalytic activity
and electrode stability [32]. Copper, gold, and silver in acidic environments are not
as strong of a catalyst for water electrolysis as the platinum groups, nickel, or cobalt
likely due to orbital similarities to that of hydrogen [33].
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In conclusion, it was shown that the limiting reaction is OER due to the interaction with electrode materials which is likely to play a factor in the efficiency of
the electrochemical decomposition of HAN-based solutions. Several electrodes for high
performance electrolysis of water have been listed including platinum group metals
and combinations of several d-block metals (Ni, Co, Cu, Fe) – which could potentially
include stainless steel [31, 32]. In the literature, temperature (< 100◦ C) was shown to
decrease overpotential (and increase current density) for the anodic reactions (OER)
more so than the cathodic reactions (HER) implying an increase in temperature may
decrease the time required for the rate-determining step in water electrolysis. Finally,
it is important to note that these processes in water, at ambient pressure, generate
practically irreversible reactions due to the generation of gaseous products which has
implications for alternating current voltages rather than a direct current voltage.
2.3

Decomposition of Aqueous AN
Ammonium nitrate electrolysis builds off the theory presented in this chap-

ter and the mechanism that governs the electrolysis of water. Literature on thermal
decomposition of solid ammonium nitrate is well known, but not the focus of this research. The dissociation of aqueous ammonium nitrate via thermal heating formulated
a potential decomposition mechanism (with heat of reactions) that could be similar
to an electrochemical decomposition mechanism [36]. These reactions are given in the
mechanism below.

NH4 NO3 −−→ NH4+ aq + NO3− aq

(2.40)

H2 O −−→ Haq+ + OH−
aq

(2.41)

Haq+ + NO3− aq −−→ HNO3g

(2.42)
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+
OH−
aq + NH4 aq −−→ NH3aq + H2 O(l)

(2.43)

NH3aq −−→ NH3g

(2.44)

Nitrate (NO3 – ) reacts with H+ , which is an intermediate product of water electrolysis and is likely to be present in solution during equilibrium depending on the pH,
to produce nitric acid gas. At elevated pressures, gaseous products in HAN-liquids
(e.g., OXSOL 1) could become partially soluble, enhancing the decomposition of the
hydroxylammonium nitrate. The equations below represent a global mechanism for
the electrolysis of ammonium nitrate with several by-products being NOx , N2 , H2 , and
NH3 [37].
NH4 NO3 + 2 e− + 2 H+ −−→ NH4 NO2 + H2 O

(2.45)

NH4 NO2 −−→ N2 + 2 H2 O

(2.46)

This very simplified electrolysis model illustrates how ammonium nitrate can be
used to create nitrogen gas but is not a direct reflection of the electrochemical mechanism governing aqueous ammonium nitrate decomposition. One study presents the
electrolysis of ammonium nitrate in wastewater and shows the production of ammonia
and nitric acid [38]. In the study, the electrolysis of water yields protons at the anode
and interacts with the nitrate anion generating nitric acid and oxygen gas. At the
cathode, hydroxyl is produced and interacts with the ammonium to form ammonia
and hydrogen gas. In a study of the electrodialysis of ammonium nitrate, the concentrations of NH4+ and NO3 – were shown to have no effect on electrode function and
the fluxes of ammonium and nitrate ions were shown to behave similarly [39]. The
hydrated radii of ammonium and nitrate are 0.243 and 0.257 nm, respectively, while
their electric mobilities are given as 73.5 and 71.42 [cm2 S mol−1 ] which are linearly
related to their mass transfer limiting current densities [39]. In aqueous solutions of
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ammonium nitrate, ammonium ions were inhibited by the formation of NO3 · H2 O, a
weak electrolyte [40].
2.4

Decomposition of Aqueous Hydroxylammonium Nitrate
As the electrolysis of ammonium nitrate and water solutions have been pre-

sented, a review is given on the thermal decomposition of aqueous HAN followed by a
detailed study of the electrocatalytic response of aqueous HAN. While aqueous HAN
contains both water and HAN, it does not contain ammonium nitrate; however, OXSOL
1, is composed of HAN, water, and ammonium nitrate. Therefore, each mechanism
presented thus far will likely interact, limit, inhibit, and/or accelerate other chemical
reactions and with HAN being the most energetic and abundant species, its decomposition pathways are crucial to investigate.
2.4.1

Thermal Decomposition
The thermal decomposition of solid, and aqueous, HAN is a well-studied chem-

ical mechanism that is generally accepted in the community after several experimental
and computation models have been presented [41–47]. The global reaction for HAN
decomposition is generally accepted as given in equation 2.47 [43].

4 HAN −−→ 2 N2 O + 2 HNO3 + 7 H2 O

(2.47)

While Oxley et al. [46] and Klein [47] were at the forefront of the development of
the HAN decomposition mechanism, a summary of the developments is discussed here
based on the experimental and computation studies that generated confirmation and
modification of the initial chemical mechanism. The reaction mechanism set forth in
the following equations encompass the global reaction (equation 2.48) and elementary
reactions (2.49 - 2.56) that are representative of the currently accepted mechanism.
Notably, this is very close to the mechanism initially put forward by Oxley et al. [42].

−−
HAN + H2 O )
−*
− NH2 OH + HNO3 + H2 O
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(2.48)

NH2 OH + HNO3 −−→ HONO + HNO + H2 O

(2.49)

NH2 OH + HONO −−→ N2 O + 2 H2 O

(2.50)

NH2 OH + HNO −−→ N2 + 2 H2 O

(2.51)

2 HNO −−→ N2 O + H2 O

(2.52)

NH2 OH + HNO −−→ N2 + 2 H2 O

(2.53)

3 HONO −−→ 2 NO + HNO3 + H2 O

(2.54)

HNO + HNO3 −−→ 2 HONO

(2.55)

HONO + HNO3 −−→ 2 NO2 + H2 O

(2.56)

The thermal decomposition of 9, 10.7 and 13 M HAN solutions were studied using several techniques to determine temporal evolution of major decomposition species
including H2 O, NO, N2 O, HNO3 , and NO2 [41]. An induction period is due the liquid heating to its reaction temperature. During this induction period the evolution of
H2 O is due to boiling which increases the concentration of HAN, accelerating liquid
phase rates of reaction [41]. The initiation reactions of concentrated aqueous HAN are
presented through the equations 2.57 and 2.58 [42]. N2 O, NO, and HNO3 are rapidly
evolved following water evaporation and HNO3 is thought to be due to an initiating
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proton transfer reaction, equation 2.57, and the evolution of HNO3 is directly related
to the depletion of HAN [41].

NH3 OH+ + NO3− −
)−
−*
− NH2 OH + HNO3

(2.57)

NH2 OH + HNO3 −−→ HONO + HNO + H2 O

(2.58)

The community generally agrees the reaction presented in equation 2.57 is an
initial step in the decomposition of aqueous HAN. After taking into account the effect
of water on the decomposition initiation, equation 2.48 was determined as a global
reaction representing the initial step of the kinetics in aqueous HAN [42]. The formation
of HNO3 will reverse that reaction due to hydroxylamine being a stronger base than
water implying that in concentrated HAN solutions the nitric acid formed will not
dissociate completely but will proceed via equation 2.59 leading to the formation of
the HONO and HNO [42]. Similarly, the formation of NO2 tracks the depletion of
HNO3 [41].
+
−
−−
HNO3 )
−*
− NO2 + OH

(2.59)

It is thought that intermediate species (HONO and HNO) react with NH2 OH
and NH3 OH+ to form NO and N2 O [41]. Although HONO and HNO are expected
species within the thermal decomposition mechanism of aqueous HAN, no traces were
found unless at extreme heating conditions and even then only trace amounts were
measured, leading to the conclusion these intermediate species react quickly within the
volume at small concentrations [41].
Thermal decomposition of 92% wt aqueous HAN was modeled utilizing previously published literature. This model yielded several mechanisic pathways for the
decomposition, a decomposition onset temperature of approximately 150◦ C, and concluding that the exothermic reaction decomposition of HAN to HNO, HONO, and
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H2 O triggers several other exothermic reactions leading to an accelerating decomposition [45]. Following the initial reactions given in equation 2.57 and 2.58, the mechanism
branches off into several possible intermediate reactions. A comprehensive study on
the pathways and their sensitivities concludes that nitration of NH2 OH, scavenging
of the intermediate and reactive species (HONO and HNO), and an autocatalytic regeneration of HONO all occur in the decomposition of HAN [43]. In concentrated
solutions autocatalytic reactions were significant and the rate of HAN decomposition
was accelerated by excess HNO3 , yet hindered with excess NH2 OH [43]. The more
acidic the solution, the more autocatalytically aqueous HAN will decompose due to
a shift in equilibrium of reactants, however, this acidity inhibits the deprotonation of
hydroxylammonium to form hydroxylamine [43].
A sensitivity analysis showed four major reactions in concentrated HAN and
are listed in equations 2.60 - 2.63 [43]. As stated previously, the acidity of the HAN
solution significantly affects the reaction pathways and kinetics. The more acidic the
HAN solution is, the more the reactions will accelerate.

−−
NO3− + H+ )
−*
− HNO3

(2.60)

+
HNO3 + H3 O+ −
)−
−*
− NO2 + 2 H2 O

(2.61)

+
NH3 OH+ H20 −
)−
−*
− NH2 OH + H3 O

(2.62)

+
−−
NH2 OH + NO2+ )
−*
− O2 N−NH2 OH

(2.63)

When a catalyst is present for aqueous HAN decomposition, the temperature
for the solution to fully decompose decreased by over 60◦ C using an iridium/rhodium
foam which are platinum metals that are predicted to enhance the electrolysis of OER
and several other reactions as mentioned previously [48]. The presence of the catalyst
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was shown to significantly affect the pre-exponential factor of the proton transfer initiation reaction (equation 2.57) [48]. As this research is focused on HAN, other ionic
liquids of interest to the propulsion community are HNF ([N2 H5 ]+ [C(NO2 )3 ] – ) and
ADN ([NH4 ]+ [N(NO2 )2 ] – ). These ionic liquids depend mostly on H-N-O based chemistry and thus will likely be applicable to these results and catalysts. A Pt/Si-modified
alumina catalyst was used to determine the effect on decomposition with up to 79%
aqueous HAN and 50% aqueous HNF (due to solubility) solutions. The catalyst was
most effective at the most concentrated solutions and enabled thermal decomposition
onset down to 20◦ C [49]. The reaction pathways to enhance the formation of NO could
provide another pathway to form HNO via an H-abstraction reaction enhancing the
solutions radial-radical interactions potentially leading to enhanced ignition properties [51]. On the microsecond timescale, formation of NO through H-abstraction on
iridium catalysts significantly affected the initial reaction through the decomposition
of hydroxylamine, NH2 OH [51]. In binary solutions of HAN and water, in a constant
volume reactor, catalytic behavior was shown to decrease the initiation temperature
to below 40◦ C with a reaction rate an order of magnitude higher than purely thermal
decomposition when using Al2 O3 −Si support with noble metal catalyst [52]. Iridiumbased catalysts have been shown to be efficient in decomposing HAN, however, issues
with catalyst deactivation during a monopropellant firing were significant due to sintering and oxidation of the catalyst [53].
2.4.2

Electrochemical Decomposition
As presented in this chapter, the electrochemical theory related to the decompo-

sition of HAN-based liquids is complex and from an electrochemical perspective, there
is very little published research. Theoretical half reactions for aqueous HAN are given
in equations 2.64-2.65 at the anode and 2.66 at the cathode when coupled with the
mechanism generated by equations 2.49 through 2.56 [54].
1
H2 O −−→ e− + O2 + 2 H+
2
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(2.64)

NH3 OH+ NO3− + H+ −−→ HNO3 + NH3 OH+

(2.65)

2NH3 OH+ + 2 e− −−→ 2 NH2 OH + H2

(2.66)

These reactions enable a quick initiation of decomposition when using DC power
as the time to ignition was shown to follow a power law dependence to current [54].
Increasing the fluid temperature has a diminishing return on electrolytic decomposition illustrated by the decreasing separation of the curves at a constant current, but
as expected from the equation 2.26 a power law relationship exists between time and
current as shown in Figure 2.3 [54]. As expected, 13 M HAN was shown to electrolytically ignite faster than a 9 M solution [54]. It has been shown that due to an electric
field, the ionization potential for NH3 OH+ decreases making it more readily available
to lose an electron yielding higher reactivity in a stronger electric field [55].

Figure 2.3: 13 M aq. HAN electrolytic ignition delay as a function of temperature [54].
In 80% wt HAN, stainless steel (SS) and platinum (Pt) electrodes were used to
decompose the solution at 60V showing inhibiting characteristics of SS and Pt when
both the anode and cathode were the same material [56]. However, when SS and Pt
were used as the cathode and anode, respectively, the inhibiting effects diminished [56].
Clearly, the role of electrodes on the half-cell reactions in the electrolytic decomposition
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of HAN is significant. It has been shown that inert electrodes such as platinum, did not
electrolyze HAN solutions as well as copper or aluminum which required about 10 seconds to reach 100◦ C independent of HAN concentration and a 100-300W of power [57].
In using copper as the cathode, the available electrons increased due to the equation
2.67 and similarly, in equation 2.68, the use of an aluminum electrode generates three
electrons. Using aluminum instead of copper showed nearly identical electrochemical
results [57]. Copper and aluminum are both consumable species when electrochemically
reacting with species such as HNO3 and will therefore degrade through experimentation. When carbon electrodes were used little reaction occurs while the DC power was
on, however, when electrical power was turned off after ten seconds of testing, autocatalytic reaction occurred and generated reaction similar to that of electrolysis when
copper or aluminum was used with electrical power which could be due to reactive
species adsorption properties of graphite versus the metal electrodes [57].

Cu −−→ Cu2+ + 2 e−

(2.67)

Al −−→ Al3+ + 3 e−

(2.68)

HAN has a natural oxygen rich balance and therefore needs to be balanced by a
fuel to reach the highest adiabatic flame temperature. In a study where aqueous HAN
was mixed with alcohols, carbohydrates, and nitrogen-rich compounds and then electrolytically decomposed, it was found that the first stage of decomposition, where the
present ions are consumed, was linearly related to solution resistivity implying Joule
heating is non-negligible while the second stage of decomposition is independent of
solution resistivity [58]. As previously mentioned, electrochemically reactive electrodes
add electrons to the reactions which can increase the effect of electrolysis, however,
graphite electrodes illustrate potential when HAN solutions are mixed with other compounds [58]. This is interesting as OXSOL 1, an important liquid oxidizer, is a ternary
mixture of approximately 11.15 M HAN and 2.87 M ammonium nitrate.
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2.4.3

Pressurized Aqueous HAN Decomposition
Thus far, thermal, and electrolytic decomposition of HAN-based oxidizers and

the relevant mechanisms have been discussed. As this research is primarily focused
on the optimization of the decomposition of HAN-based liquids using electrocatalytic
means, an understanding how these optimizations could affect the combustion behavior is relevant. Aqueous HAN solutions react in the condensed phase and the
combustion mechanism maintains an activation energy between 14.5 and 17 kcal/mol
which is interesting as the initiation reaction maintains an activation energy of 16.7
kcal/mol [61]. It was also shown that these solutions are limited by the collision rates
of NH3 OH+ and NO3 – with energies greater than that of the reaction activation energy (16.7 kcal/mol) [61]. Another study presents the effect of HAN concentration on
regression showing that HAN mass fractions less than 80% enhance the combustion
while 3.12 M HAN was incapable of sustaining a decomposition wave propagation [62].
HAN-based propellants have much larger burning velocities at low pressures (< 15
MPa) where hydrodynamic forces are more prevalent. This enabled a final conclusion
that HAN concentration is the driving factor behind decomposition rate rather than
pressure [63]. Vosen measured mass regression rates for 5.20 to 13M HAN solutions
showing an increase in the measured decomposition rate for increasing HAN concentration and a decreasing dependency on pressure due to the previously mentioned
reasons [63].
Finally, the decomposition OXSOL 1, a ternary HAN-based propellant, is wellknown and has been studied extensively as a function of pressure, but less so when
electrolysis has been involved. OXSOL 1 burning rates via thermal ignition have been
measured experimentally using a high pressure strand burner [64]. OXSOL 1 burning
rates are displayed in Figure 2.4.
In all practical applications of interest to this research, the pressure will be below 10 MPa. Therefore, it suffices to generalize the burning rate to be monotonically
increasing with a range of approximately 40 to 550 mm/s. This regression rate is without the influence of electrolysis. When electrolysis is involved, the minimum pressure
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Figure 2.4: OXSOL 1 burning velocities as a function of pressure [64].
where regression can occur decreased from 250 psi to 225 as well as an increase in
regression rate from 254 mm/s to 1450 mm/s over a range of 225 to 450 psi [65].
2.5

Summary
This chapter described electrochemical fundamentals along with the relevant

electrochemical and thermal decomposition mechanisms involved in this research. Three
components of electrochemical decomposition were discussed: thermodynamics, mass
transfer, and kinetics. From a thermodynamics perspective, the electric potential is
the driving parameter on chemical reaction although temperature is likely to have a
significant effect. Pressure was shown to have a negligible effect on the electrochemical
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reactions due to incompressibility of liquids but is likely to have a significant effect on
the gaseous products which could alter the active electrode surface area and effectively
increase the efficiency of electrolysis at a given overpotential. Reaction rates are quantified through the measured current and are related to the Tafel and Butler-Volmer
equations. The thermal decomposition rate of OXSOL 1, a HAN-based propellant, increases with pressure whereas the regression rate of 13M HAN decreases with pressure.
With respect to mass transfer, concentrated solutions were shown to possess inhibiting properties due to electrostatic interactions between ions. Viscosity, diffusivity, and
electrical conductivity all possess a similar, Arrhenius-like dependency on temperature
for ionic liquids. The kinetics of electrochemistry depends on the current flux because
it is proportional to the reaction rate within the cell. The current is affected by the
ability for oxidizing and reducing agents to transfer current from one electrode to another and is affected by surface area, catalysis, mass transfer, an electric field, and cell
thermodynamics. The ability for ionic liquid propellants to electrolytically decompose
under various conditions (temperature, pressure, electrode material, current and voltage) directly impacts the applicability of this work to real world scenarios such as in
monopropellant, bipropellant, and hybrid rocket engines.
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Chapter 3
ELECTROCATALYTIC DECOMPOSITION EXPERIMENTS

Various experiments have been conducted in the past to determine the electrochemical effect on conductive liquids. Analytical electrochemistry experiments are
commonly designed with three electrodes. The purpose of a three-electrode system is
to be able to isolate the potential at both the counter and working electrodes relative
to an electrochemically inactive third electrode called the reference electrode to study
the cathodic and anodic reactions separately. In the experiments within this study,
a two-electrode system is utilized to understand the global electrochemical response
to system changes such as electric field strength, electric potential, composition, and
electrode material.
3.1

Experimental Setup
Static volume electrolysis is a common experiment in electrochemistry. Elec-

trode material, shape, and surface area are considered in the design of this cell. The
static volume electrochemical experiment was designed to study the effect certain variables have on electrochemical decomposition rate and trends of energetic ionic liquids.
As shown in Table 2.1, many electrochemical dependencies are both significant and
interrelated. The concepts of what an ionic liquid is and their (typical) properties,
electrolytes and mass transfer were also discussed in chapter two. As previously mentioned, the effect of electrolysis on chemical decomposition is studied with the application to rocket propulsion systems in mind, meaning power, chemical reactions, and
residence times are all important performance parameters. Repeatable physical metrics were used to gauge chemical reaction including gas generation and current. With
a Phantom v7.3M high-speed camera, the generation of gas at the electrode surfaces in
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Figure 3.1: Experimental static volume electrolytic cell.
conjunction with various electrical measurements (i.e., current and voltage) were used
to determine degree of reaction. The significance of these parameters were discussed
briefly in the previous chapter, but can be studied in significantly more detail through
various electrochemical texts [20–23]. Initial HAN-based electrochemical decomposition studies utilizing DC voltage were conducted in a similar static volume model
as well as a dynamic, flowing system over titanium electrodes [54, 59]. These results
concluded that significant chemical reaction was occurring given the violent gas generation, temperature rise, and current draw. It has been shown that in AC electrolysis
of aqueous sodium chloride, the solution conductivity increases when concentration of
the univalent salt and signal frequency increase [66]. When the frequency and concentration increase, the direction reversal forces the double layer not to behave in a
diffuse manner yielding higher ion mobilities, increased conductivity, and a decreased
dielectric constant which likely increases the faradaic current through the cell [66].
The dielectric constant variation can be related to the EDL through the variation of
the permittivity of the fluid. The static volume testing aims to understand the effect
electric field parameters and electrode material have on electrochemical reaction. The
design of the static volume reactor replaces the typical beaker and electrode set up
that has been used in the literature. Now, a fixed volume, fixed separation distance
design controls reactant volume and decreases the electric field edge effects.
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The current model used for static electrolysis testing of various liquids ranging
from water to the HAN-based propellants is shown in Figure 3.1. This experiment was
designed to be modified on a per test basis. Acrylic windows are face sealed against the
cell volume to ensure a consistent and constant initial volume. A 041 buna O-ring is
used to create the face seal. Electrodes are composed of several materials throughout
the testing series. Each electrode maintains an active surface area of 0.375 in2 with
active dimensions 0.75 in (W) x 0.5 in (H) except the stainless-steel electrodes used
maintain an active surface dimension of 0.56 in (W) x 0.67 in (H). This geometry difference was accounted for by increasing the fill-to-height to ensure the total surface area
was constant. 3D printing was utilized to fabricate the test cells out of polypropylene
(PP) due to its high chemical resistance and low conductivity over a wide range of
temperatures. HAN-based propellants are highly acidic with a pH of about 1. Initially, intermediate products may force the solution to be even more acidic, however,
weaker acids such as HONO, HNO, HONNOH, and H2 O will increase the pH. Key
parameters within this static volume electrolysis design are the aspect ratio of the electrode, active electrode surface area and electrolyte volume. The electrolyte volume is
dictated by both the electrode geometry, as well as the separation distance between
the electrolyte-electrode interfaces, d. This distance directly affects all aspects of electrochemistry within the cell. In these tests, the height the of the fluid in the cell is
kept constant which varies the number of moles of reactants significantly as shown in
Figure 3.2. The density of OXSOL1 is known to be 1.53 g/cc while the 13M HAN
solution is 1.66 g/cc.
The aspect ratio relates to the electric field lines which directly affect the motion of ions. An aspect ratio of at least one is used to minimize electric field edge
effects within the volume. The electrode surface area is known to be related to the
electrochemical reaction rate via current density and catalysis. Although the mass of
reactant varies, the active surface area is kept constant ensuring the current flux is a
reliable parameter between test configurations. In varying the separation distance, the
electric field strength varies widely. As the relationship is quite trivial (E = V /d), it
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Figure 3.2: Variation of gap distance on moles of reactant.

Figure 3.3: Static electric field versus voltage for varying gap distances.
is important nonetheless to characterize the range as shown in Figure 3.3 which shows
the minimum electric field strength to be 1 kV/m ranging all the way to 50 kV/m.
There are two electrical configurations for the static electrolysis in this research,
one for an alternating current supply and the other for direct current voltage. The DC
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(a) DC circuit.

(b) AC circuit.

Figure 3.4: Circuit diagrams for static and dynamic systems using AC and DC power.
circuit diagram, as well as the AC circuit diagram, can be seen in Figure 3.4.
The DC circuit diagram requires a variable DC power supply. The supply used
for this research was an Agilent 6674A using remote voltage sensing for constant voltage across the electrode surfaces. This supply was trigger on and off by the LabVIEW
program. Current was monitored in the electrochemical cell through a 50A, bidirectional, insulated, hall effect IC current sensor (ACS758). A shunt resistor of 100 mΩ
was set on the low voltage side of the circuit to also measure current. All measurements
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.5: Visualization of electrochemical decomposition of OXSOL 1 at 30V and
5mm separation on copper electrodes at the: (a) initial state. (b) time to visible
reaction, tvr . (c) time to significant reaction,tsr .
are made downstream of the electrochemical cell as not to interfere with the potential
at the cell. Two resistors in parallel with the electrolytic cell divide the maximum potential voltage at a gain (Vout /Vin of approximately 0.11) to ensure the voltage across
the second resistor is within the DAQ system measurement range. The AC supply is
implemented in a similar manner. A variac was used to generate the constant power
signal. A manual switch was used to send a triggering signal to a solid-state relay
(normally open), that would then complete the circuit while voltage was measured
across the voltage divider and current was measured through the hall effect sensor.
The test data were recorded for three seconds from the “on” time determined by the
mechanical switch. The AC waveform was a 50/60 Hz sine wave at constant voltage,
thus the frequency effect on the EDL will not be completely captured in this research
and as such, the conclusions drawn cannot be totally comprehensive.
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Figure 3.6: LabVIEW program logic.
A LabVIEW program was constructed to measure several experimental variables
in real time including input voltage waveform, voltage across the divider, current, and
to generate and measure the voltage supply and camera trigger signals. This program
follows the logic as illustrated by Figure 3.6. The frequency could be altered if the AC
supply was upgraded, however, in this research the frequency is fixed to 50/60 Hz. The
camera begins recording as soon as the trigger signal is sent (or measured in the case
of the AC configuration) and continues for the duration of the voltage signal (three
seconds) at a frame rate of 6000 frame/s at ambient pressure and 10,000 frame/s at
elevated pressure tests. The recording time and the electric potential curves are synced
(within negligible error) allowing voltage and current time traces to correspond to the
high-speed video. The first time-based parameter is experimentally measured and
referred to as tvr , time to visible reaction, and is defined by the time where gaseous
products are discernible within the volume or on an electrode surface. When the
fluid has generated enough product such that the anode and cathode products have
mixed and generated a significant amount of gaseous product, this time is recorded as
tsr , or time to significant reaction. Figure 3.5 depicts an example of how these time
scales are quantified where an initial reaction time is based on the first visible gaseous
product(s) and the second timescale is due to a clear mixing of these products. These
two timescales are functions of both thermodynamic state and electrode material. They
can be applied as approximate bounds on the residence time needed for HAN-based
oxidizers to undergo at least partial decomposition. Copper, graphite, and stainlesssteel 316 electrodes were studied while varying the electric field parameters. Table 3.1
describes how the electric field testing was conducted and the range of parameters that
were used. The supplied electric potential was sometimes limited due to the DC (and
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Table 3.1: Electric field variation of parameters testing matrix.
Parameter
Voltage
10
Separation Distance
1
Active Surface Area 2.42
Field Type
AC
Frequency
50/60
Waveform
Sine

20
5

30 40
10

50

Units
V
mm
cm2

DC
Hz

AC) power supply operational envelope limitations (i.e., max power condition given
current draw limited possible output voltage). This condition typically occurred at the
1 mm separation distance with a supply voltage of at least 30 VDC.
As electric field parameters gauge the sensitivity to potential, waveform, separation distance, and electric field strength, the variation of electrode material affects the
catalytic nature of the reactions involved due to an influx of metal ions and electrons
and various adsorption properties with reactants. Copper electrodes should add Cu+2
and 2e− to the solution from the anode that would likely react with nitrate ions in
solution. Graphite electrodes are likely to incite significantly more reaction than copper electrodes due to the different species adsorbed and formed during electrolysis [60].
Copper electrodes are electrochemically active and will lose a significant amount of
mass throughout testing, however, graphite electrodes are likely to be less active thus
maintaining a longer lifetime. When considering an injector element, the amount of
mass lost could affect electric field strength and flow field variations due to geometry
changes. As mentioned previously, the role of catalysis in this research not only enhances the decomposition of the energetic ionic liquids but enhances the production
of important intermediate reactants from surface reactions. In the case of OXSOL 1,
these reactions also involve 15% wt. ammonium nitrate and water. A strong electrocatalyst will maintain strong OER decomposition which is the rate limiting step in
water electrolysis. This electrode material will also maintain a low adsorption energy in
acidic environments while achieving a high current density without breaking down. It is
well-known that platinum group metals achieve spontaneous decomposition at slightly
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elevated temperatures. The effect on electrolysis of HAN-based liquids on platinum
electrodes relative to copper at voltages around 40 VDC is unknown, although in a
flowing experiment it was shown platinum coated titanium electrodes significantly decomposed HAN-based liquid drawing nearly 80W of continuous power [59]. Nickel-200
is another catalytic material for HAN-based propellants and could act as a catalyst,
although it is electrochemically active as copper and aluminum are. In this research,
several electrodes are studied to understand the effect on electrolysis in a cost and
weight efficient manner for potential application to rocket injectors. Copper, graphite,
stainless steel, copper plated with nickel, and copper plated with platinum electrodes
are experimentally tested in direct current and alternating current waveform environments in this research.
Temperature is varied by cooling and heating the system through a range of
approximately -10 to 80◦ C. This is achieved by using a vacuum oven to heat the fluid
uniformly to the prescribed temperature and by placing a vile of volume needed for
a test in the freezer to uniformly cool the sample. Immediately before testing, while
the sample was in the cell, the temperature was measured via a thermocouple and
recorded as the initial temperature. In a rocket system, the oxidizer could certainly
experience temperatures in that range (or more) when orbiting for periods of time or
if a regenerative cooling system is used. Understanding the effect of temperature is of
both a scientific and applied value.
From a general electrochemical theory, there is likely not a significant dependence on pressure on the electrochemical reactions. During the ambient pressure electrolysis, significant gas generation covers nearly the entire surface area of the electrode(s) within a short time scale. At that point, it is assumed that all electrolytic
processes are controlled by thermal decomposition reactions. Pressure is likely to significantly affect the size, even behavior, of the gasses generated. This could cause an
increase in active surface area, enhancing the efficiency of the electrolytic reactions
and therefore significantly decreasing the time needed for the thermal decomposition
mechanism to take over. The experimental set up is the same as the static volume
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Figure 3.7: High-pressure testing setup with the revised electrochemical test cell on
the left and the high-pressure chamber prior to testing on the right.
experiment with the DC circuit at ambient pressure described previously, except a
high-pressure nitrogen environment is now present. The electrolytic cell was modified
to handle leakage that occurred at pressures greater than 100 psig with the previous
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design as shown in Figure 3.1. The modified electrolytic cell maintains an approximate
5 mm separation distance between electrodes and the same 0.375 in2 active surface
area, but the electrode geometry is modified slightly, and a rubber stopper is used to
seal the base of the test cell. Figure 3.7 depicts the revised electrolytic test cell used
in the high-pressure testing and an example of the system prior to testing. An aluminum rod is attached to the base of the electrolytic test cell via hot glue to ensure a
stable, perpendicular line of sight to the Phantom camera. Penn State’s high-pressure
combustion chamber, which has been used in several other combustion experiments,
utilizes a nitrogen environment that is fed by a high-pressure nitrogen cluster and
exhausted to ambient. The inlet and exhaust flow rates are balanced to achieve the
desired chamber pressure prior to triggering the supply and camera trigger as described
by the LabVIEW program earlier.
In the following chapter, electrochemical measurements and high-speed imaging
are coupled to achieve a global understanding on the effect temperature, electrode
material, gap distance, cell potential, electric field strength, waveform, and pressure
have on the decomposition of OXSOL 1 and 13M HAN.
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Chapter 4
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Analysis on the electrochemical sensitivity to various electric field, thermodynamic, and catalytic parameters was conducted in a static volume test cell as described
in the previous chapter. This volume maintained a constant surface area and varied
both the applied potential and gap distance between electrodes. The surface area was
0.375 in2 , or 2.42 cm2 . Separation distances were 1-, 5- and 10-mm. Electrodes were
kept as parallel to each other as possible and as perpendicular to the camera as possible, although the line of sight inherently varied from test to test and is therefore a
potential source of error in determining the time to reaction and regression rate parameters. Although material properties of electrodes and quantity of reactants vary
through each test, the capability for electrochemical reactions to occur is not limited,
or enhanced, unless specifically due to electrode-electrolyte interactions meaning each
test is conducted with the same power supply and with as many variables being held
constant as possible. After each test, the electrode, test cell, and windows are triple
rinsed with distilled water and dried or replaced altogether.
4.1

Effect of Electric Field Parameters on Electrochemical Decomposition
Copper electrodes are used as a baseline due to cost, high electrical conductivity,

machinability, and potential catalytic effects on HAN decomposition processes. Electric
field strength between parallel electrodes is defined as the V /d, which is similar to
the electric field lines from an annular geometry and therefore usefully represent the
effect of electric field strength as well as voltage and separation distance. Figure 4.1A
illustrates the effect cell potential has on the reaction kinetics with OXSOL 1. A
power law relationship is fit to the data because similar results have been found in
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(A)

(B)

Figure 4.1: Time to visual reaction trends with (A) applied voltage and (B) gap distance using OXSOL 1 on copper electrodes at 1, 5, and 10mm.
the literature, although the previous literature data exhibits significantly faster time
values [54]. This power law relationship depicts a diminishing return on the time to
reaction with increasing cell potential. From the shifts in the voltage curves, separation
distance appears to shift the time to visible reaction linearly.
Figure 4.1B indeed confirms a linear scaling between the separation distance
and the time to initial reaction. Finally, the electric field strength effect is considered
against tvr as shown in Figure 4.2. This figure clearly depicts that the time to visible
reaction maintains a power law dependency on the electric field strength as well as
voltage because the voltage relates to the Gibbs energy in the electrolytic cell. Neither
voltage nor gap distance are the defining factor in the reaction rate effect, rather both
parameters are important in enhancing the electrochemistry. The voltage increases the
thermodynamic potential to oxidize and reduce the reactant whereas the gap distance
enhances the effect of ion mobility and diffusion, which is likely the rate limiting step
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Figure 4.2: Time to visual reaction trends with electric field strength using OXSOL 1
on copper electrodes at 1, 5, and 10mm.
at ambient pressure. As the electric field strength clearly maintains a power law relationship to the time to visible and significant reaction, the assumption that the inverse
of tvr is an approximate rate constant, k, for the electrolysis process then an Arrhenius
relationship should generate a linear curve when plotted. As shown in Figure 4.3, there
is a linear relationship between the apparent rate and the electric field strength which
implies an experimental sweep in temperature would yield a determined activation
energy providing insight into the role of electrolysis versus thermal decomposition.
Because the experiments are executed with a potential step, the current trace
and high-speed video can be related. Typical current flux profiles on copper electrodes
with 13M HAN and OXSOL 1 are presented in Figure 4.4. This figure represents how
the applied potential at constant separation distance (1 mm) significantly increases the
degree of reaction that is achieved as well as the time it takes to achieve a given degree
of reaction. Because current is related to the reaction rate and each test incites the
same reactions (when using the same electrodes), the current can be interpreted as a
“degree of reaction” parameter as well. At the lowest potential case in this figure, the
full reaction does not occur which could imply the cell potential, or Gibbs energy, was
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Figure 4.3: Approximate reaction rate to electric field strength for OXSOL 1 on copper
electrodes.
not sufficient to incite energetic electrolytic decomposition. A further representation
of the current flux dependency on the electric field parameters is shown in Figure 4.5
further illustrating the importance of the electric field strength. As shown earlier, the
gap distance will linearly increase the reactivity, however, applied potential will increase
the time to initial reaction via a power law dependence, thus, the electrochemical
response is more sensitive to changes in applied potential.
The slope of the current trace on both OXSOL 1 and 13M HAN reactants
increases as the electric field strength increases. The time to reaction parameters,
tvr and tsr , are quantified via high-speed video and are defined as the time till the
reactions produce gas phase products and the time it takes for the anode and cathode
products to mix, respectively. These parameters maintain a power law dependence as
shown previously and can be understood as the residence time required to achieve a
certain degree of reaction. When considering the necessary energy and power required
to achieve visible reaction on copper electrodes for HAN, the current measured can be
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Figure 4.4: Current flux trace using 13M HAN on copper electrodes at 10, 20, 30 VDC
at 1 mm.
integrated as follows to quantify the average power, energy, and charge consumed to
incite the production of gas.
Z

tvr

Qvr =

i(t)dt

(4.1)

v(t) · i(t)dt

(4.2)

0

Z
Evr =

tvr

0

Pvr =

Evr
tvr

(4.3)

These relationships (equations 4.1 - 4.3) are applied to the current traces and
video to quantify the energy and power requirements to decompose the ionic liquid
oxidizers. As the electric field affects the time to visible and significant reaction, it also
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Figure 4.5: Current flux trace using OXSOL 1 on copper electrodes at 30 VDC and 1,
5, and 10mm.
affects the power and energy required to achieve the generation of gaseous products.
Figure 4.6 illustrates a nonlinear relationship between power and energy at the first
time scale (tvr ) to the electric field strength. As expected, gap distance linearly shifts
the values, but does not affect the present trend. The maximum required power occurs
at a lower electric field strength than the maximum required energy. This is likely due
to the nonlinear effect the reactions have on electric field strength.
Typical current flux trends for OXSOL 1 and 13M HAN on copper electrodes was
previously presented, although the decomposition processes have not been described
at this juncture, a correlation between the reaction time scales and the current flux
trace was studied. The time to visible and significant reactions are marked on the
current flux trace in Figure 4.7. Not surprisingly, 13M HAN and OXSOL 1 maintain
nearly the same decomposition profile and it appears OXSOL 1 is electrochemically
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Figure 4.6: Power and energy required to achieve visible reaction in OXSOL 1 on
copper electrodes.
more reactive than 13M HAN likely due to the increased ion concentration. Clearly,
time to visible reaction occurs following a local current peak at approximately 200 ms
then both reactions ramp up at a seemingly exponential rate until at some point, the
products mix, increasing resistance and begin a thermal decomposition process rather
than electrolytic. The global maximum current is thought to indicate an open circuit
condition due to the consumption of ions in the medium and the loss of continuity in
the volume due to significant gas generation, however, through analysis and reduction
of high-speed images it is unclear at what point the circuit can no longer conduct.
A “blackout” condition occurs when the gas generated in the form of bubbles reflect,
and/or decrease the transmission (e.g., N2 O), of enough light such that the liquid/gas
phase medium can no longer be studied and appears completely black. This condition
generally occurs slightly before the global current peak.
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Figure 4.7: 13M HAN and OXSOL 1 current flux with time scales.
4.2

Electrode Decomposition Processes
As mentioned previously, the high-speed video can be correlated to the current

and voltage traces as the LabVIEW program ensures synchronization within an acceptable error. The current traces have been shown and the trends of electric field
on decomposition rates and magnitudes have also been discussed. Now, the reaction processes are analyzed qualitatively, with high-speed video, current, and voltage
measurements for 13M HAN and OXSOL 1 on copper, graphite, and stainless-steel
electrodes.
For the current traces from copper electrodes, there is a local maximum and
a global maximum for the current flux. In this research, the global maximum is denoted by subscripts “gm” whereas the local maximum is denoted by “lm”. This local
maximum usually follows the generation of gaseous products very quickly and therefore correlates to the first-time scale tvr . Generally, the global maximum is related to
tsr , however, that is more inconsistent. An example decomposition regime for 13 M
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(A)

(B)

Figure 4.8: Electrolytic decomposition process for (A) 13M HAN and (B) OXOSOL 1
on copper electrodes at 5mm and 30 VDC.
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HAN (A) and OXSOL 1 (B) on copper electrodes at a 5 mm gap width and 30 VDC
is shown in Figure 4.8. The figure is oriented 90◦ counterclockwise and depicts the
cross section of the electrodes with the reactive fluid in between with the anode on
the right and the cathode on the left. As shown in the current traces (Figure 4.7),
the reactions are very similar. First, the copper anode undergoes a surface reaction
that alters the reflectively. The time of the local maximum current flux approximately
occurs with this surface reaction and is consistently followed by a sharp decline in current flux. Then, gas bubbles form on the edges of the anode, and eventually fill most
of the anode surface. Little to no gaseous reaction occurs at the cathode until much
later, implying the reduction reactions produce little gas, or the species are not initially present in solution, or at the cathode surface, and therefore cannot react within
the same timescale. Following the production of gas, the anode continues to actively
produce small, clear bubbles as well as large, colored (dark) bubbles until the current
trace hits the peak power and peak energy point at the global maximum. Using the
pixel calibration that each electrode presented in Figure 4.8 is 5 mm apart at the top,
bubble widths were approximated. The small bubbles are likely hydrogen (cathode)
and oxygen (anode) with diameters around 0.7 mm and 1.04 mm on the cathode and
anode respectively, while the large bubbles maintain a diameter of approximately 3.47
mm when fully developed. Another characteristic of these reactions is that the copper
cathode does not generate a proportional amount of gaseous product relative to the
cathode. Referencing the assumed electrolysis reactions at the anode (Equations 2.64
and 2.65), the liquid phase products at the anode are likely reacting with the bulk
solution and diffusing out and up of the liquid, forming a boundary layer growth that
causes the anode and cathode products to mix. From the literature, the production of
several critical species in the progression of HAN decomposition [54] are produced at
the anode (HNO3 ,NH2 OH, etc.) due to the oxidation reactions of HAN and is reflected
in the reactivity. The global maximum current flux typically corresponds to the mixing
of anode and cathode products, along with a high power draw and energy consumption
as shown in Figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.9: Current flux for 13M HAN and OXSOL 1 on copper, graphite, and stainless
steel electrodes at 5mm and 30 VDC.
Stainless steel 316 electrodes were used in this research as it contains a collection of potentially catalytic materials and does not corrode as copper does. Graphite
was chosen as a potential electrode material because of its potential to incite further
decomposition by adding intermediate reactants to the solution as discussed in the previous chapter. Typical current fluxes for OXSOL 1 and 13M HAN on copper, carbon,
and stainless steel at 5 mm and 30 VDC are presented in Figure 4.9. Clearly, the electrode material plays a significant role in the electrochemical decomposition processes,
power, and energy consumption. Interestingly, 13M HAN and OXSOL 1 maintain
significantly different responses on carbon electrodes as shown by their peak current
flux. This could be due to more gas generation in OXSOL 1 than in 13M HAN, effectively reducing the active surface area, or intermediate species reacting with carbon
more efficiently in 13M HAN than in OXSOL 1 (i.e., ammonium nitrate ions). Copper
electrodes maintain the unique drop local maximum drop off followed by the ramp up
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Figure 4.10: Initial current flux for 13M HAN and OXSOL 1 on copper, graphite, and
stainless steel electrodes at 5mm and 30 VDC.
leading to compete reaction. Finally, the stainless-steel electrodes on OXSOL 1 maintains the largest current flux for the same electric field strength of all electrodes and
therefore drew the most power. Another point of interest is the unique way copper and
stainless electrodes taper down to a significantly nonzero current flux, whereas the carbon electrodes taper down to a much lower flux which likely relates to the observation
that carbon electrodes incite significantly more energetic, and gas generating, reactions
more quickly than the metal electrodes therefore leaving little to no electrolyte within
the three second test.
Another point of interest in the flux traces is the initial response. The first 0.5
s appears to vary depending on electrode material. Figure 4.10 illustrates the same
traces shown in Figure 4.9 up to 0.5 s. The data illustrates an inflection point at nearly
the same condition - 0.13 s. In the high-speed imaging, there was no visible change
except for the copper anode undergoing the change in surface reflectivity. This is likely
a coupled response due to a time varying electric field through a capacitive system with
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(A)

(B)

Figure 4.11: Decomposition process for OXSOL 1 on (A) carbon and (B) 316 stainless
steel at 5mm and 30 VDC.
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a transient response on the current draw as the DC power supply attains the steady
state voltage.
Qualitatively, stainless steel electrodes were commonly unable to incite the same
degree of reaction as carbon electrodes even though stainless steel maintains the highest current flux. The degree of reaction was determined by the generation of what
is assumed to be nitric oxide gas and the amount of liquid remaining after the three
seconds test. Carbon often left little to no oxidizer remaining in the cell, whereas stainless steel typically did not fully decompose the oxidizer. Copper electrodes generated
more significant reaction than stainless steel as well, however, it takes much longer
for that reaction to occur due to the difference in adsorption properties and therefore
intermediate species formed which clearly affects the rate at which the autocatalytic
reactions occur. Carbon electrodes maintain the lowest power draw, the least electrode
deterioration, and the best decomposition when compared to stainless steel and copper
when both the anode and cathode are the same material. For metal electrodes, after
the power supply was turned off, self-sustained reactions occurred frequency on copper
and carbon electrodes and rarely on stainless-steel.
The decomposition of OXSOL 1 on carbon and stainless-steel electrodes is also
presented in Figure 4.11. Compared to copper, there are no surface reactions that
alter the reflectivity of the anode, or cathode, when using stainless steel or carbon.
However, the initiation reactions are different. On carbon, a sheet of small, clear
bubbles uniformly emerges on the anode and cathode which is likely O2 and H2 from
H2 O, although these bubbles have approximate diameters of 0.301 and 0.384 mm which
is far less than what was found on copper and stainless steel. As the reaction progresses,
the reactants begin to mix, inciting the peak power condition and indistinguishable
video due to the previously mentioned blackout condition. Carbon, more than the
other electrodes, consistently generates a significant brown gas which is understood to
be the production of nitrogen dioxide.
Decomposition with stainless steel occurs with nearly the same processes; however, more reaction occurs on the cathode than on the anode initially which is likely
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electrolysis of the present water. Once the reactants mix, like with carbon and copper
electrodes, the reactions accelerate to the peak power condition and useful electrolysis
is assumed to be complete (e.g., taken over by thermal decomposition processes). The
time to visible reaction as a function of electrode material is presented in Figure 4.12
and illustrates that the power law trends as shown previously still hold. However, for
the voltages tested in this research, the time to visible reaction with carbon is far less
sensitive to cell voltage than either copper or stainless steel.

Figure 4.12: Time to visible reaction with OXSOL 1 using a DC supply on stainlesssteel and carbon electrodes.
In fundamental electrochemistry, there are two idealized types of electrodes:
ideal polarizable (IPE) and ideal non-polarizable (INPE) electrodes. IPEs act as capacitors as they enable little current flow across the interface while maintaining a
potential, conversely, an INPE maintains little potential but significant current flow
and are modeled as resistors. Platinum is an example of an IPE. Characteristically, on
a polarization curve (voltage vs current), IPEs will maintain no current while potential
is varied whereas the INPE will maintain no change in potential for a large fluctuation
in current. Figure 4.13A illustrates how these electrodes behave. This representation
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only illustrates the transient portion of the polarization curve. Initially, each electrode
begins to increase in potential with little to no current flux, likely due to the required
cell potential to incite reaction as given by the Nernst equation 2.9 and is similar to an
IPE because the potential is varied with no current flow. However, once the potential
reaches the steady state value of 30 VDC, current varies with no change in potential as
expected. Interestingly, copper electrodes present a sharp decline in current flux as the
potential reaches steady state which aligns with the local maximum found previously.
It is unclear as to exactly why this occurs on copper alone but is likely related to the
reactions involving the oxidation of the anode.

A: Polarization curve.

B: Tafel plots.

Figure 4.13: Electrochemical response using various electrodes with OXSOL 1 at 5mm
and 30 VDC.
Figure 4.13B illustrates an apparent Tafel plot for these electrodes with OXSOL
1. Tafel plots are applicable in typical electrochemistry when the overpotential is high
and is applied to either the anode, or the cathode. The intersection with the current
density axis with the linear portion represents the apparent value of the log(io ) - the
exchange current which is related to the net reaction rate in equation 2.23. The importance of the exchange current density is that it reflects electrode-electrolyte reaction
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rates. Therefore, the higher the exchange current density, the more the electrode is
reacting with the reactant. Copper maintains an exchange current density of 0.12 A
/cm2 , stainless steel yields 0.079 A/cm2 and carbon 0.028 A/cm2 . This implies that
the carbon electrode is the most electrochemically active with the solution and copper
is the least.
4.2.1

Electrode Combinations
Now that copper, carbon, and stainless-steel electrochemical decomposition pro-

cesses have been discussed, there are various combinations of electrodes that could be
used in this research to enhance the decomposition of 13M HAN and OXSOL 1. Clearly,
copper anode combinations are inefficient. Qualitatively, stainless steel did not incite
the generation of nitric oxide and/or nitrogen dioxide gas quickly relative to the carbon
electrode decomposition. In the Figure 4.14, the order of the electrode now matters
and will always be listed as cathode / reactant / anode, or simply cathode/anode. If
there is a plating present on either the cathode, or anode, it will be designated by
the name of the substrate - the name of the plating material (e.g., Cu-Ni/ OXSOL 1/
Cu-Pt).
From Figure 4.14, the copper anode is the reason for the local maximum shown
previously. After ruling copper anode configurations out, combinations with a carbon
anode and a metal cathode yield the lowest power requirements with sufficiently energetic reactions. Qualitatively, carbon anode and metal cathode combinations yielded
complete decomposition in every case. It is common for carbon-based configurations
to maintain decomposition after the electrical power is turned off. Although stainless
steel anode combinations with either a carbon or copper cathode illustrate a higher
slope on the current trace, the global peak is nearly constant implying the carbon anode is more efficient at bringing the reactant to its decomposed state electrolytically.
Therefore, in a rocket injector the electrical work needed to decompose HAN-based
propellants can be decreased when using a carbon anode. Comparing the flux trace in
Figure 4.14 to that of a carbon-carbon configuration in Figure 4.9, the metal cathode
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Figure 4.14: Electrochemical response using various electrodes combinations with OXSOL 1 at 5mm and 30 VDC.
does not alter the reactions on a macro scale as the peak occurs at approximately the
same magnitude, at nearly the same time, and with the same trend. However, the
effect of a stainless-steel cathode decreases the time to visible reaction relative to the
carbon-carbon configuration at 30 VDC and 5mm by 32%.
In summary, carbon electrodes maintain the most efficient decomposition based
on the current trace and power draw to decompose HAN-based liquids. This is likely
due to the adsorption properties of carbon and intermediate products that are formed
on the carbon anode. Copper electrodes were shown to have a unique electrochemical
response due to electrochemical reactions at the anode. Stainless steel draws the most
power yet incites the least reaction. To enhance the decomposition of HAN-based propellants for flight-based systems, it can be concluded that carbon anode and a carbon,
or metal, cathode should be used while increasing the electric field strength as much
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A: Full test time.

B: Partial test time.

Figure 4.15: Electrochemical response using platinum and nickel coated copper electrodes on OXSOL 1 at 5mm and 10 and 30 VDC.
as possible. This combination is likely to incite the most significant decomposition in
the most efficient and effective manner.
4.2.2

Electrocatalysis Screening
Two catalytic materials were used in this research to quantify the effect known

catalytic materials would have on the electrolytic decomposition. It is known that
platinum and nickel-200 are catalytic with HAN as they aid in the thermal decomposition pathways, decreasing the necessary temperature to incite thermal decomposition.
However, it is unknown how these materials affect electrolysis of HAN-based liquids.
In this research, copper electrodes were coated with nickel and platinum and studied
at 5 mm gap distances and voltages of 10 and 30 VDC 1 .
1

Terves Inc. coated these electrodes with platinum on the same copper substrate used
throughout this research
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Figure 4.15A illustrates the current flux across the nickel and platinum plated
copper electrodes in OXSOL 1. At some point during the copper plated with nickel
testing, the anode of the copper oxidized, removing the nickel layer and invoking the
same trend as shown previously. This did not occur at the 10 VDC case due to
lack of applied energy. The point where copper became exposed is likely between 0.2
and 0.4 seconds as shown in Figure 4.15B. Platinum electrodes were tested for a 1
second interval to capture the effect of the platinum coating without fully oxidizing
the layer. Clearly, a different response than what copper presents occurred within
the one second time frame. The time to visible reaction for the Cu-Ni configuration
was nearly constant between the 10 VDC and 30 VDC test at 0.1015 s and 0.088 s,
respectively. The platinum configuration could potentially be enhanced with a carbon
anode and was tested as shown in Figure 4.16. The time to visible reaction and the
time to significant reaction with a Cu-Pt/Cu-Pt versus Cu-Pt/C was decreased by
19.4% in both time scales. When the carbon anode was used, catalytic decomposition
continued after the power was turned off and all liquid was gone shortly thereafter.
At this juncture, DC electric fields have been studied and the significance of
separation distance, cell potential, and electric field strength has been shown by tracking the time to visible reaction parameter. When considering electrode materials with
the same anode and cathode, it is clear that carbon electrodes were superior from an
energy and power standpoint, as well as the degree of reaction that was incited as
compared to stainless steel or copper. When utilizing combinations of these electrodes,
a carbon anode with a copper or stainless cathode yielded the highest performance.
After applying a layer of nickel onto copper electrodes via electroplating, and using
platinum coated copper electrodes, the effect of nickel was not entirely captured as
the anode oxidized and become copper very quickly. Similarly, platinum electrodes
eroded to copper quickly and thus the testing was limited to one second rather than
three. When a carbon electrode was used with a platinum plated copper electrode,
a significant difference was shown in Figure 4.16, which lends the general conclusion
that the anode is the driving factor in the electrochemical decomposition and carbon
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Figure 4.16: Electrochemical response using platinum coated copper electrodes on
OXSOL 1 at 5mm and 30 VDC with different anodes.
is the optimum choice when considering energy, power, reaction time, cost, and degree
of achievable decomposition from the materials studied in this research. Differences
in these conclusions from the literature are likely due to the significant influence of a
planar electric field and the power output with both relatively high potential and high
current.
4.3

Effect of Temperature on Electrochemical Decomposition
The temperature studies in this research are limited to anode and cathode pairs

of copper and carbon with OXSOL 1 and 13M HAN. Theoretically, the variation of
temperature is known as it depends on the thermochemical properties of the reactant;
therefore, it is expected that OXSOL 1 and 13M HAN will have similar responses
and the global effect. The temperature is varied by uniformly cooling and heating a
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Figure 4.17: Temperature effect on tvr for OXSOL 1 and 13M HAN on copper electrodes
at 5mm.
sample of the reactant through a vacuum oven, or freezer, and the initial temperature
is taken immediately before the test is run while the liquid is in the electrochemical
cell. As shown previously, a power law relationship to cell potential exists with the
time to visible reaction. At a constant 30 VDC and 5 mm separation distance, the
effect of temperature on the on the time to visible reaction parameter is captured in
Figure 4.17. Clearly, when relating the sensitivity to the time to reaction parameter,
the data is extremely scattered and is likely due to experimental error in determining
tvr . Looking at the general trend of the data, a general dependence on time to visible
reaction against temperature for both 13M HAN and OXSOL 1 on copper electrodes
can be discerned. Temperature appears to have a diminishing return effect on the time
to visible reaction, but no concrete conclusion can be made to to inconsistencies.
As mentioned previously, to further understand the effect electrochemistry has
on the decomposition of HAN-based oxidizers, the approximation that tvr is proportional to the reaction rate constant was assumed and as such, it was possible to extract
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a determined activation energy of the electrochemical decomposition for each reactant
on various electrodes by equation 4.4.

ln

1
tvr


= ln(A) −

Ea 1
R T

(4.4)

Although copper electrodes were concluded earlier to be poor choices in optimizing the electrochemical decomposition, they were used as a first cut in understanding the electrochemical dependence on temperature. The activation energy for
thermal decomposition of concentrated HAN is approximated to be between 15 and 16
kcal/mol [48]. Figure 4.18 illustrates a correlation that approximately follows equation
4.4. Equation 4.5 and equation 4.6 are the experimentally determined Arrhenius rate
equations for the electrochemical decomposition of OXSOL 1 and 13M HAN, respectively, when using copper electrodes and assuming t−1
vr as the rate constant, k. As
temperature is varied, the applied potential and separation distance is held constant
at 30 VDC and 5mm. The activation energy in these equations have units of kcal/mol.
OXSOL 1 maintains a larger pre-exponential factor by approximately 400%, which
could be due to the higher number of ions present in solution, however, the activation
energies of 13M HAN is almost 10% lower which could be due to the ammonium nitrate
reactions in OXSOL 1 reacting with copper.

kOXSOL,Cu = 2762.8e−4.56/RT

(4.5)

k13M,Cu = 435e−3.54/RT

(4.6)

k13M,C = 15.52e−0.567/RT

(4.7)

In Figure 4.19, the effect of electrode material is illustrated by capturing the
effect a carbon-carbon electrode combination has on the calculated, or determined,
apparent activation energy. The slope of the curve for carbon electrodes is significantly
less than that on copper which is captured by an 84% decrease is activation energy for
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Figure 4.18: Activation energy for OXSOL 1 and 13M HAN on copper electrodes at
5mm.

Figure 4.19: Activation energy for 13M HAN on copper and carbon electrodes at 5mm.
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Figure 4.20: 13M HAN current flux sensitivity to temperature variations at 5mm and
30 VDC.
carbon relative to copper. This calculated activation energy is nearly 100% less than
that of the accepted values for thermal decomposition. This could be because of the
inherent availability of electrons to incite electron and proton transfer reactions more
easily.
Temperature also affects the electrochemical response which is partly captured
through the current flux traces for 13M HAN as shown in Figure 4.20 and OXSOL
1 as shown in Figure 4.21. Each temperature could only be tested once due to the
experimental method, which partly accounts for the semi-inconsistent increase in current flux with temperature as shown in these figures. Temperature does not alter the
electrochemical mechanism as the trend on copper is unchanged, rather the effect of
temperature either compresses or expands the response time due to an increased (or
decreased) initial enthalpy condition. Generally, temperature causes a higher current
flux at the local maximum but has a minor effect on the global maximum condition.
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Figure 4.21: OXSOL 1 current flux sensitivity to temperature variations at 5mm and
30 VDC on copper electrodes.
The temperature dependence on the capacitance of the EDL in the volume may partly
explain this increase in the local maximum current flux. While the voltage supply approaches the steady state value, the electrically charged capacitive layers, at elevated
enthalpies (i.e., kinetic energy), may be affecting the ability to achieve steady state at
the same rate. Another point of interest is the significant jump in current flux when
temperatures reach above 40◦ C which is magnified in Figure 4.21. This upward shift is
propagated throughout the test but is most evident when investigating the local maximum condition as shown in Figure 4.21. The effect of temperature can be generalized
that heating the ionic liquid decreases the time it takes to achieve decomposition; however, it appears to be more significant when cooling the liquid than heating and the
initial increase is local maximum current flux is likely due to interactions between the
EDL of the ionic liquid and not related to enhanced electrochemical reactions.
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4.4

Effect of Pressure on the Decomposition
Increased ambient pressure testing was conducted using the high-pressure strand

burner shown previously. From chapter two, the effect of pressure should be negligible
on the electrochemical reactions as they occur within a condensed phase, however, the
decrease in volume of the evolved gas phase products could significantly increase the
active surface area and therefore enable electrolysis to have a more dramatic effect
on the decomposition processes. The electrochemical reactions are not expected to
change, but the current drawn could be significantly different based on the degree of
reaction achieved through electrolysis.
During the pressure tests, a modified electrochemical cell was required due to
leakage in the 3D printed polypropylene module. From a practical standpoint, a metal
cathode and a carbon anode were used for most of the tests, however, both carbon
and stainless-steel anode and cathodes were also tested at pressure and are compared.
High speed imaging was utilized to measure regression rate and was experimentally
determined by the time it took the decomposition wave to propagate from one electrode
surface to another (e.g., across the cell). A time varying regression is possible to
calculate, however, due to buoyancy, the orientation of the electrodes and that the
ignition point is inconsistent (sometimes at the bottom, top, or middle of the anode),
the propagation of a decomposition wave in the vertical direction is not a necessarily a
true, or reliable, reflection of the decomposition rate therefore only a propagation in the
axial direction from one electrode to the other is used to approximate the decomposition
rate, rb mm/s.
The supply of 13M HAN was limited, therefore OXSOL 1 was used as the
working fluid in the pressure testing campaign. From ambient pressure results with
both electric field parameters and electrode variations studied in this research, it can
be concluded that the carbon anode is a necessity when optimizing the decomposition
of OXSOL 1 and 13M HAN. The cathode is less significant than the anode and can be
stainless-steel, copper, or carbon. Stainless-steel was chosen in the pressurized testing
as the cathode unless otherwise noted as it does not erode significantly as copper does.
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Figure 4.22: Time trace of raw data for OXSOL 1 electrolytic decomposition on carbon
anode, stainless-steel cathode at 3.53 mm separation distance and 20 VDC at 340 psig.
For realistic injector applications, electrolysis would likely occur between 300 and 600
psig and therefore, the dependence on pressure as captured between ambient and 600
psig was studied.
The thermal decomposition of OXSOL 1 and its dependence on pressure has
been captured in the literature [64]. Electrolysis was shown to occur with diminishing
returns in electrolytic cells with a carbon anode past approximately 20 VDC. At pressurized conditions, the current draw is likely to be higher as the active surface area
increases. Initial pressurized testing was conducted to find the point where electrolytic
ignition would occur. On a carbon anode and stainless-steel cathode with separation
distances of approximately 4.5 mm at 600 psig, ignition occurred between 15 VDC and
18.5 VDC. As pressure decreases, the potential decreases as the active surface area
decreases with the formation of larger, more prevalent gas phase species. A typical decomposition process for ignition of OXSOL 1 in a pressurized environment is shown in
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Figure 4.23: High-speed imaging for OXSOL 1 electrolytic decomposition on carbon
anode, stainless-steel cathode at 3.53 mm separation distance and 20 VDC at 340 psig.
Figure 4.22. The corresponding high-speed video illustrating the progression is shown
in Figure 4.23.
These figures illustrate the general effect that pressure has on the electrolysis of
OXSOL 1. First, the gas phase production on the carbon and stainless-steel electrodes
is now far less visible than at ambient pressure for the same electric field strength.
Secondly, the current flux is comparable to what was drawn in the ambient pressure
testing. This implies the reactions occurring at the ambient pressure environment
reached the same decomposition state as the pressurized environment. Another feature
of the decomposition with pressure is that the generation of the decomposition wave
consistently occurs on the anode surface. With the time trace of current flux, there is
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Figure 4.24: Experimentally calculated OXSOL 1 electrolytic decomposition rate on
carbon anode, stainless-steel cathode at approximately 4 mm separation distance and
20 VDC as a function of pressure.
clearly a point where the circuit becomes open due to the consumption of the electrically
conductive liquid. This point correlates to the ignition of the conductive liquid phase.
The decomposition rate, or regression rate, is shown in Figure 4.24. This decomposition rate follows a very similar progression to the thermal decomposition of OXSOL
1 as found in the literature [64]. The effect of electric field on the decomposition rate is
significant. Clearly, the electrolytic decomposition processes amplified the apparent regression rate by nearly an order of magnitude across the relevant pressure range for the
specified electrode configuration and electric field strength (approximately 5 kV/m).
The presence of the electric field may enable a higher decomposition rate because of
the oxidation reactions occurring at the anode, significant amounts of nitric acid and
hydroxylamine are generated due to shifts in equilibrium and various condensed phase
reactions.
The effect of voltage was shown to effect electrolytic properties. As pressure
decreases, the applied potential needs to increase to achieve electrolytic ignition. At
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Figure 4.25: Current flux of electrolytic decomposition of OXSOL 1 on carbon
anode/stainless-steel cathode (anode/cathode) at approximately 4 mm separation distance and 20 VDC as a function of pressure.
approximately 300 psig and above, the ignition voltage is between 15 and 18.5 VDC.
As pressure is varied from 70 psig to 578 psig, on carbon/stainless-steel configurations,
the electrolytic trend with increasing pressure can be seen clearly as shown in Figure
4.25. In Figure 4.25 each configuration is labeled as anode/cathode (i.e., C/SS implies
a carbon anode with a stainless-steel cathode). As pressure decreases the current flux
trace begins to migrate from the incline to sharp decline signifying an open circuit compared to the current flux trends seen at ambient pressure where the volume would draw
current for much longer. This trend appears to have a limiting pressure where ignition
would occur and when it would not. That boundary was not found in this research,
however, for this electric field strength and electrode configuration, the boundary is
between 72 and 336 psig.
Another outcome from the pressurized test campaign was the effect of electrode
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Figure 4.26: Current flux of electrolytic decomposition of OXSOL 1 on carbon,
stainless-steel, and combinations at an electric field strength of approximately 5.7 kV/m
at 350 psig.
configuration at pressure. Previously in this chapter, the carbon anode was discovered
to be the ideal choice from the materials studied in this research. Stainless-steel was
shown to draw the most current and incite the least energetic reaction(s). To illustrate
the difference between a stainless-steel anode and cathode configuration from a carbon
anode and cathode configuration, each were tested at approximately the same electric
field strength and active surface area and are compared to the typical carbon/stainlesssteel configuration from this research. Each test was conducted at approximately 350
psig.
The current fluxes from these tests are displayed in Figure 4.26. Not surprisingly, the stainless-steel configuration drew the most current, however, using a carbon
cathode and anode drew slightly more current and ignited slightly more quickly than
the carbon/stainless-steel configuration. This minor shift is likely due to the experimental difference in separation distance (2.62 mm for carbon/carbon and 3.5 mm
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for carbon/stainless). To compare these configurations more accurately, gap distances
should have had a much tighter tolerance. However, it is still possible to draw the
conclusion that although stainless steel ignites the OXSOL 1, it draws far more power
for a given electric field condition when compared to its carbon counterpart. When
comparing a uniform carbon anode/cathode to a carbon anode with a metal cathode configuration, there is a minor difference in both reaction time and power draw,
therefore the conclusion is that the anode is driving the reaction(s) and is far more
important than the cathode.
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Chapter 5
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

5.1

Summary
From the perspective of a propulsion system, the time, power, and energy re-

quirements to decompose HAN-based propellants is quantified through various electrochemical testing focusing on the global electrochemical effect rather than the specific
electrochemical details. From a theoretical perspective, sensitivities to temperature,
pressure, electrode material, voltage, and gap distance were considered and then quantified by experimental isolation. The literature had shown previously that electrochemically consumable materials were useful in decomposing HAN-based liquids quickly and
effectively, however, it can be concluded here that although metals such as copper and
stainless steel can decompose the ionic liquid material significantly, electrically conductive carbon is far more efficient.
Electric potential was shown to have a power law relationship to reaction time
and was found to follow an Arrhenius relationship with respect to electric field strength.
The effect of gap distance produced a linear relationship on the time to reaction. The
effect of electric field strength becomes important when applying these concepts to
a physical design as the electric field strength is what appears to dictate the rate of
reaction, and as such the required voltage can be balanced by the separation distance
between the electrodes.
After electric field parameters were studied, the quantification of the effect of
both electrode and catalytic materials were also discussed. It was found that 13M
HAN and OXSOL 1 maintain similar, and sometimes identical trends to the variables
studied in this research. Stainless-steel electrodes yield an initial reaction time near
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10 ms, however, the reaction incited is not terribly energetic. Copper electrodes do
incite sufficiently energetic reactions after a period, like that of stainless-steel; however,
these electrodes still drew significant current and maintained a relatively long time
to energetic reaction. Finally, carbon electrodes maintained a relatively insensitive
dependence on voltage to initiate reactions as well as a very fast time to initial reaction
and energetic response with a low current draw.
Platinum and nickel-plated copper electrodes were used to study the applicability of coatings and catalytic materials on the decomposition. HAN-based propellants’
electrochemical response to various electrode materials yields the insight that the anode
(i.e., oxidation) reactions are driving the electrolytic decomposition, even though gas
phase species are produced at both electrodes, the current draw and therefore reaction
rate, is directly related and limited by the anode material for OXSOL 1 and 13M HAN.
From temperature sensitivity analysis on copper electrodes, 13M HAN maintained an apparent activation energy of 3.54 kcal/mol whereas OXSOL 1 yielded 4.56
kcal/mol. For carbon electrodes with 13M HAN, the activation energy drops to 0.567
kcal/mol. Further understanding of electrolysis on the reactions was achieved by studying varying temperature on carbon electrodes for 13M HAN. At sea level ambient
pressure, the gas phase species significantly hinder the efficiency of the electrolytic reactions due to the volume of evolved gas phase species. The pressure sensitivity yielded
a migration from significant gas phase generation reactions to electrolytic ignition as
pressure increased.
At this juncture, several conclusions from the presented thermodynamic sensitivities directly influence future applications of electrolytic decomposition and its
applicability to propulsion systems. From the several experiments conducted in this
research, the value of electrolytic decomposition over the traditional thermal decomposition is clear from an energy, power, residence time, and chemical perspective.
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5.2

Future Work
To further the investigation of electrolytic decomposition of HAN-based ener-

getic ionic liquids for propulsion applications, fundamental electrochemistry needs to
be investigated. Electrochemical reaction mechanisms and intermediate species would
significantly enhance the potential of this research and the conclusions presented. It is
unknown why carbon electrodes enable a much more efficient electrolysis process but
is thought to be related to the adsorption energies with reactive species at the anode.
Alternating current electrolysis is another branch of this research that is well suited
for further investigation. To make electrolysis a viable candidate for alternative ignition processes in propulsion applications, decreasing energy and power requirements
through further electrochemical optimization is necessary. Increasing battery technology, a primary focus of modern research, will enhance the applicability of electrolysis
in these systems.
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